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DRAMATIC INTERPRETATIONS OF THE
CHARACTER OF MARY
,
QjdEEN 01' SCOTS
A Contrast and Comparison
Introduction
Even during her life time Mary Stuart was included, if
allegorically only, in the cast of characters in dramas .‘There is
1
accepted theory that Tellus in Byiy’ s Endymion is Mary and an
2
early version of The Whore of Babylon by Thomas Dekker claims
Mary as its leading character .After her death playwrights con-
tinued to find the color, my stery , and romance of her story pe-
j
culiarly adaptable to the stage. The problem of this thesis is
to bring a number of these plays together and to compare and
contrast them with reference to the character of Mary .Details
of plot, the use of dramatic license in handling historical fact,
and the type and period of drama will be considered only in re-
lation to their bearing on the actual interpretation of the
personality of Mary, the ^ueen.
And yet it is these very details that help to make the
problem worth while. By serving as a background xor each play-
wright's characterization, they will help to show how and why
such varying interpretations of one woman's story were possible.
Here lies the major value of this study as a problem: a pre-
1 .Schell ing, Felix, The English Chronicle Play, p. 2^3
2.
,
Engl 1 sh Drama, p. 46
«.
sentation of the many ways in which a single character may he
made to serve on the stage and the many views which may he
taken of her aims and principles in life.
The presentation of the material first attempts to develop
a biographical sketch of Mary Stuart .An attempt only,because a
true picture is all hut impossible; from the hour of her birth
there has been sharp division of opinion about her .However,
a
brief consideration of the various opinions on either side, both
contemporary and modern, should serve at least to form a basis
for making the comparison of the dramatic versions more direct
and unified. In the study of the dramas themselves two have been
selected for most careful analysis and a more detailed pre-
sentation. They are Mary of Scotland by Maxwell Anderson and
Marla Stuart by Friedrich von Schiller. The remaining dramas
have been arranged in two chapters: first, those which present a
favorable picture of Mary ; second, those which treat her in an
unfavorable manner .Finally the conclusion is made up of a re-
view of the dramatic portraits and a composite picture of Mary's
character as shown in the entire study.
It must be emphasized that it is the character of Mary Stuar
with which this study is concerned. So many of the dramas use
the same incidents that an examination of story only would be
heavily repetitious and of little value. In order to bring forth
the character in each play, speech and action have been studied.
The playwright ' s theme, the relation of the character speaking
or acting to Mary, and the circumstances under which he speaks
..
or acts are all matters which have "been carefully considered.
Only with this in mind is the practice of isolating speeches
or actions as citations in proving a point justifiable .Unfor-
tunately this method of approach, if not the subject itself, re-
quires a rather large amount of quotation. let when one is
working with drama, especially poetic drama, much of the meaning
and beauty can be lost even in the best of paraphrases.
There are undoubtedly a number of plays about Mary Stuarb
which have not been included in this study .Among these may be
amateur material , lost manuscripts , or slight variations of better
known plays.There are definitely a few which may be given a note
of recognition but which have not been studied because they are
not easily obtainable
.
Marie Stuart et Elizabeth by Tabriel
Marfond( Bordeaux, 1930) ,A Sreat Power by T.G-.King (Halifax , 1929) ,
and Mary Stuart by 3-ordon Daviot ( London, 1934-) all received
stage recognition but are not published, appearing only in the
original theatrical script form.Mary , gueen of Scots by W.H.
Murray (date unkown)
,
Mary of Scotland in Wensleydale by D.J.
Ratcliffe, Marie Stuart en Ecosse by Edward Devicque and H.X.F.
P . Crisafulli ,and an anonymous play
,
Mary of Scotland , based on
Scott's novel, The Abbot , and appearing on Broadway in 1321 are
obtainable only from private collections here or abroad.
..
.
. .
IBiographical Sketch
The character of Mary Stuart has puzzled historians and
biographers for centuries .All the tributes which a human being
can receive, as well as all the derogations , have been hers. She
has been everything from a martyr and saint to the lowest and
most vile deceiver in a Machiavellian age. Out of such a varying
range of evidence that defenders and defilers have built up
the modern biographer must draw forth his portrait of Mary.
There can be no proof that his picture is correct ; throughout
her dramatic story, her reign in France, the murder of her second
husband, the mad love affair with Bothwell,and the long imprison-
ment and execution in England there are doubts and questions as
to Mary’s nature and her reactions to life. It can only be hoped
that a carefully studied portrait will establish a few funda-
mental facts and perhaps draw the veil a little.
Romance has said that she was a very beautiful woman, drama
often plays this up, but history does not establish it .Bio-
graphers find that her beauty lay not in regular features but
in a"peculiar beauty in which the form is lost in the expression!,
1
and which every painter therefore has expressed differently."
Yet some of them have ventured to analyze further and suggest
the inner qualities which lay beneath this beauty. "She was so
beguiling that Elizabeth recognized her magic even in the re-
l.Froude,Sir James A.,
A
History of England , vol .VII
, p.368
..
,
„
.
.
2
ports of her enemies” , "her vivacious personality was well-nigh
3 r ,irresistible .
.
,and "her best claim to beauty [wasj due
rather to her desire to olease than to the harmony of her
4
features" , they said of her.Many reports confirm this statement
of ingratiating charm, a highly developed sociability , and
radiant good health as the things which caused her contemporary
to find Mary good to look upon. This then is the woman who re-
turned from a high position in France to take up her govern-
ment in Scotland. This is the woman the Scots first saw.Most of
them knew little about her French life and training, or the per-
sonality these had moulded in her; they knew only that she was
a charming, gay young girl and they reacted accordingly.
But Mary Stuart was much more than that ; otherwise her
5
story would be simple .Stefan Zweig suggests a deep struggle
between Mary's inherited nature and the habits she had learned
in her childhood environment .Perhaps this is a key to some of
the mysteries of her nature. Other biographers have often come
close to the same idea, as when Miss Anthony says, "Beneath the
overlay of Guise and Stuart, the girl was a good deal of a
2 .Lang,Andrew, The l-lystery of Mary Stuart, p.
3
3 .Neale, J .£. , Q,ueen Elizabeth , p .104
4 .Anthony , Katherine
,
gueen Elizabeth
,
p .161
il
5 . Zweig, Stefan, Mary gueen of Scotland and the isles
,
passim
..
.
.
. *
.
6Tudor and showed it in other ways besides her coloring . . .
or even more pronouncedly in the ’words of Swinburne "... For
the rest of her career, I cannot, but think that whatever was
evil or ignoble in it was the work of education or of circum-
stance; whatever was good and noble, the gift of nature or of
7
God. it
And what background is there to substantiate such a theory?
On one side Mary was the descendant of Scottish nobility , which
meant fierce Highland chieftains , and of solid English or
rather Welsh middle class stock. On the other she was related
8
to the thoroughly French upper class, quite a different story.
From a very early age, when she was sent to France, the latter
predominated in her training and her education. In fact it al-
most seemed that it had moulded her completely until she was
suddenly called upon to take her position among the monarchs
of the world and put her training into practice . Then she came
to Scotland from France , apparently a perfect specimen of
training at the most cultured, gayest of Renaissance courts,
Q,ueen Dowager of that court.
Yet despite her importance Mary was almost as unknown
a quantity as Elizabeth had been at her accession.Though
she had lived constantly in the glare of courts, no re-
5 .Anthony , Katherine
,
op . cit
.
,
p . 1 6
2
7 . Swinburne ,Algernon C . , i'ra yedies , p . 411
8 .Mary Stuart's paternal grandfather was the third of his 1
to rule in Scotlandjhis wife was Margaret Tudor, sister of
Henry VIII of England.Her mother 1 s people were the powerful
Guises, Dukes of Lorraine and strong in the Roman Catholic

sponsibility had. ever been allowed to fall on her. Henry II
and her powerful uncles had adored her and done their best
to spoil her, apparently without success .nature had been as
generous to her in personal as worldly gifts -- had given
her a lovely face, a strong body , sparkling wit, a vivacious
yet docile spirit -- but no one could say, even after her
seventeen months as Q,ueen of l ranee ,what she was capable of i
doing with all that rich endowment or what life and the
world would be able to do with her. 9
It is not hard to imagine her during the first few days
after her landing and scanty reception at Leith, trying to adapt
the trench training to this Scotland.^nd as she tried to adapt
it, finding so much of it impractical and being forced therefore
to supplement it with instincts long hidden. Of course she used
them awkwardly and of course the French training stuck.Much of
it had become natural to her, much of it suited her far better
than all that had to be relearned. Some sort of clash was in-
evitable
,
for:
. . . Mary, only half Scottish in blood, and altogether
foreign by upbringing and temperament , was never at home in
her own country. She learned its language late and never
fluently.She turned from its poverty and parochialism with
distastejher people's religion, habits., their very food were
odious to her. She found the manners of her aristocracy
boorish and sought whenever she could the company of for-
eigners.What could it signify to one who had been ^ueen of
France, the first lady and best beloved of the wittiest and
most cultured circle on earth, to chaffer like a shop-
keeper with greedy barons, to sit for hours listening to
discordant hymnsjhnd turgid sermons, to review armies dressed
in "ane mantle, with ane shirt fashioned after the Irisch
manner, going bair-legged to the knie.''If she could have
the world she would consider Scotland well lost. 10
but Scotland must at least be her stepping stone to the
9 . Waldman,Milt on, England 1 s mliz.abeth ,p . 91
»
1
0
. Waldman ,M i 11on
,
op cit
.
, p . 108
..
'
.
.
.
.
.
world. Well she knew this; it was her"bird in the hand" and she
meant to do everything in her power to make it a valuable bird.
So she summoned forth her native powers to lead her where her
training was of no use. bow for the first time there was an
opportunity to discover the personality , the character of Mary
Stuart .Whether or not this wide difference among the three
factors in her life-- the strong Tudor strain, the buisian
training,and the unfamiliar Scotch kingdom -- was here woven
into one canvas is doubtful.lt is logical to believe that these
very things were the cause of so much of the mystery in her
life, the cause of so much internal unrest and instability that
developed both the drama of her story and the divergencies in
her nature.
The reports of her contemporaries are of special interest,
for it is upon these that much modern judgement of Mary is
based. beorge Buchanan, her poet-laureate and classical teacher,
has been sharply scored for his attack on Mary which helped to
bring about her death.But it must be said in his defense that
Buchanan opoosed Mary ooenly from the very first in all matters
11
of religion and state policy. John JLeslie,on the other hand,
is often cited as an early defender. Bet it must also be re-
membered that this man was Bishop of Ross, a natural member of
Mary's party, and that he wrote expressly to counteract the
11 .Brown,? .Hume
,
ed.
,
Vernacular writings of beor ;e ..uchanan
.
Introduction^. 5
..
.
.
.
.
*
writing of Buchanan. Ross devoted one entire hook in his His -
12
tory of Scotland to Mary which was on the whole favorable to
her. To balance these there is a very factual chronicle record
13
of Mary's reign by Robert Lindsay which proves to be very
helpful when a biographer becomes too enveloped in the wrangling!
and theories .Finally , though too much weight can be attached to
such things, there is the fragment left by one of Elizabeth's
court
,
[sir Francis] Knollys^whq] like most men,was at first
sight charmed by the Queen of Scots. “We found her, "he wrote,
“to have an eloquent tongue and a discreet head, and it
seemeth by her doings she hath stout courage and a liberal
heart thereunto . “But he quickly changed his opinion. When
Mary heard that her welcome to the English court was to be
put off, she flew into such a rage that he retreated wishing
fervently that “the Regent had her again", and wrote advising
Elizabeth to deal “plainly and sharply with her". . . 14
But this was after Mary had passed through her Scottish
reign and fled to prison in England. The woman who first came lo
Scotland was of a far more amiable disposition. None of her
accusers stress greatly any personal fault in the character of
Mary Stuart. She possessed, on the contrary , some very fine qual-
ities. F.er great courage and her loyalty to her friends are
praised even by those who most hate her.
. . . She was fundamentally of a pliant and accomodating
nature .All who came in contact with her, from the highest
court official down to the humblest maid, extolled her
friendliness , her lack of arrogance,her affectionate and
12 .Cody , Rev .Father E.G-.
,
ed. The Historie of Scotland by Jhone
Leslie
,
Bishop of Rosse
13.Mackay,Ae.J.J. ,ed.
,
The Historie and Cronicles of ocotlana
14 . Naldrnan , Milton
,
op
. cit
,
p
. 141
. . ,
.
.
»
10
endearing ways. She won hearts because she never harshly or
haughtily reminded people oi' her majesty. 15
let
:
. . . remarkable capacities were hidden away within her:
iron resolution, all-embracing insight , fierce and heroic
courage. 16
Surely as Lord ^ahon said, "She seemed indeed born to rule
the world, and had her self-control been at all proportionate
to her courage, her talent, and her beauty, she would in all prob-
ability have accomolished results that must have had an endurinc
17
influence upon the destinies of Europe.
"
But Mary's character seemed decreed by fate to follow a
classical tragic pat tern . Inherent weaknesses , whether from the
clash of her nature with her environment as has been suggested
or from some lack within herself , caused her downfall .Step by
step Mary led herself downward in her Scottish rule.And her own
actions continued to lead her downward until the moment when
she realized that the time of her death had come, that there
would be no more striving on this earth .At this point , too , she
followed a tragic pattern; she rose to such magnificence that
much of the failure of her life and reign, her great fault, was
completely washed away.
Perhaps the Darnley marriage was the first evidence of her
weakness .There is still much debate as to whether Elizabeth
15 .Zwelg, Stefan, op . cit
.
,p.51
16. Ibid. ,125
17*be Peyster, John W
.
,bothwell ,a footnote to the Introduction
quotes Lord Mahon but gives no source.
. . .
.
.
.
.
,
deliberately tricked Mary into this move; and since it is a
question involving the minds of two jealous women, the answer
can probably never be learned. Nevertheless,Mary 1 s actions at
this point reveal that, "She was in fact a woman in whom emotion,
not intellect ,was the stronger force; one . . . whom a crisis of
16
passion . . . might easily ruin." Here perhaps is the funda-
mental weakness of her nature .Much, if not all, of her failure in
the game which she was playing is explained by this weakness
.
Especially is this true when the fundamental fault in all Stuart
training (at least for that time and place) be added: "Mary
could only conceive of monarchy as unlimited; to her dying day
she failed to grasp the limitations imposed on the Crown by the
19
constitutional and popular feeling." This became evident in the)
Darnley marriage by her mad, unreasoning desire for Darnley and !
in the imperious way in which she handled the affair. Legally
Henry Stuart owed allegiance to England and Elizabeth; it was
only right that he should await her permission to wed a foreign
queen, or at least to request such permission. Especially was this
correct in the face of the fact that he was, next to Mary herself
.
heir to the English throne. But Mary was in love and Mary had no
|
idea of waiting for Elizabeth Tudor’s permission for anything.
"The '^ueen can do no wrong."So Mary married her Lord Sarnley
and almost instantly regretted it. Regretted it so bitterly that
18
.
Beale, J .E.
,
op . cit
.
,
p .104
19 ^aldman, Milton, op . cit
.
,
p .109
-»
.
•
•
.
12
she turned all of the greatness of her nature over to a ruling
emotion of hate and desire for revenge.lt was a matter of
months only "before all the courts of Europe knew that Mary
Stuart had made her first grave error. For Henry Stuart was at
best a weak boy and a vain fool; the best that has been said
20
for him is that he was "a wretched misfit".
Whether or not the next step into which her weakness led
her was the murder of her husband is still a debated question.
Most biographers today are agreed that she w as at least aware
of the plans and willing that they should be executed.And her
brother sovereigns cared little, for murder was known to them
all; they expected only that Mary would provide a cover for her
actions, that some one would pay for Darnley's life .Something, an
over-plus of confidence, emotion, lack of ability, drew Mary on.
She not only made a farce of investigating the murder of the
king; she promptly married the man whom all murope re0arded as
his murderer. James Hepburn, Earl of Bothwell,was not especially
loved by his peers. The Scottish earls feared his strength as
much as they had loathed Darnley’ s weakness and they never
failed to band together against a common evil.Thus this third
marriage immediately placed Mary in direct opposition to the
most powerful factor in her kingdom.lt is possible that Mary
had no control over the situation. Bothwell , in some strange way,
may have completely fascinated and blinded her.At all events
Mary flung herself once again into a headlong enterprise .From
20. Neale,
J
.E.
,
op . cit
.
,p . 133
i.
,
.
.
.
that point forward, she fought as a woman. Scotland no longer
mattered; her love was all important . She fought with all of her
courage and complete confidence for the divine right of monarchs
the divine right of monarchs in a world that was just beginning
to move toward a broader concept of government .So it was that
Mary Stuart fell.Here her story might have ended; she might
have died of old age in a secluded Highland castle . Instead she
continued to fight. She escaped to England and carried on the
battle against Elizabeth for nineteen long years.
During this time it may well be that many of the evil
charges against her were in part true. Mary had been through
enough to destroy the illusions she may have had, to distort her
mind into a single thought : revenge for the way she had been
treated. For, of course,Mary laid her fall largely to external
forces.Here again her story might have died out in useless
struggle but for the fact that Elizabeth chose or was forced to
execute Mary .'Then all the greatness of her character welled up
and Mary signed Finis in a noble and dramatic gesture that
called all posterity to witness the tragedy of her life. “En
ma fin est ma commencement
.
M
All of the biographers and historians grant Mary this great
i
i
finale. Some grudgingly , as
:
let in death, if she encountered it bravely , victory was
still possible .Could she but sustain to the last the char-
acter of the calumniated suppliant accepting heroically for
Cod' s sake and her creed 1 s the concluding stroke of a long
series of wrongs, she might stir a tempest of indignation
which, if it could not save herself , might at least over-
..
whelm her enemy. . . . the imperfection of her motive exalts
the greatness of her fortitude.To an impassioned believer
death is comparatively easy. 21
There are many others who feel that Mary was the great
actress playing a last role, and playing it superbly .weal e ex-
presses this when he says:
She did not flinch. No repentance , no submission, no
craving for pardon could be drawn from her. She sat down to
make her appeal to the world and posterity in eloquent and
impassioned letters. She was playing her last act, still with '
great heart, still without scruple. Her declarations to the
Pope, though written in the solemn confessional mood of death-
are, some of them, sorry lies.And yet there was a sound in-
stinct in the presentation of herself as a martyr for the
Catholic faith. The Catholic struggle in England had been
personified in her. She wished to die in that role. 22
Still more have passionately praised Mary for the nobility
with which she met death. If it was in any part a dramatic act,
there are numerous of her biographers who accepted the role. wo
one doubts her courage and her bravery in facing her end. But
perhaps Waldman offers the most balanced suggestion as to wh
y
her right to a devotion from posterity is so often so eagerly
defended.His scene is:
Fotheringay , where on February eight, on the eve of the
twentieth anniversary of Darnley' s murder, the ^ueen of
Scots made her glorious exit from life.
So she gained her eternal victory over her cousin.After
nineteen years during which Elizabeth had protected Mary
and Mary had repaid her by plotting to kill her , Elizabeth
finally emerged from the contest as the mean victor and
Mary as ±?he sublime vanquished.Men are always magnanimous
in awarding halos to the defeated when the cause they
21
.
Froude, James A
.
,
op . cit
.
,p . 369
22.
Neale, J .E. , op cit. , p.275
....
15
fought for can do no further harm .Romantic sympathy goes
out to Brutus rather than Caesar, to nee rather ohan c-rant,
to Cavalier rather than Puritan; for the same reason posterity
has dealt tenderly with Mary Stuart and harshly with the
cousin who vanquished her. let Mary took from her cause more
than she gave to it, hurt it more than she helped it, and
offered to Betray it when she thought to Benefit herself
thereby. Her death made her an appealing figure of tragedy;
nothing in her life justified her elevation to the high
place she occupies in history. 23
Thus in Brief review it can Be seen that Mary Stuart was
unquestionably a fine figure of a woman. She had within her many
admirable qualities .Jet it is also apparent that something was
out of focus in her life. Some Biographers say an inherent
a
weakness in her character, a lack of Balance Between intellect
and emotion perhaps .Others attribute it more to environmental
factors: the incompatibility of her nature, her training,and the
life she was called upon to lead or a cruel twist of fate which
gave her evrything in early life and denied her all in the
24
fullness of her womanhood. Only one thing remains certain;
Mary Stuart' s life followed a remarkably tragic and dramaLic
pattern which has fascinated playwrights and novelists through
the years. But the real ^ueen of Scots is still seen only
"through the glass darkly".
23
.
Waldman,Milton, op cit
.
,pp. 237-256
24.
Zweig, Stefan, op cit
,
passim
..
.
.
Schiller and Anderson
The first requisite of a successful drama is, of course, that
it prove its theatrical worth. Mo play, however literary, can be
regarded as truly good drama unless it "goes" on the stage. Two
especially of the plays about Mary Stuart have proved thernselved
worthwhile in this sense.lt is for this reason, because they are
successful stage characterizations , that they have been here set
apart for individual study .Schiller’ s Maria Stuart has been
played on the German stage and has also been adapted by several
comoanies of both English and French players.lt has so well
1
stood the test of time that Max Reinhardt , the famous producer,
used it as late as 1934- in Vienna.Anderson 1 s Mary Q,ueen of ocot
s
,
though too recent to be measured by the same standards , has
nevertheless proved itself by contemporary standards.lt played
a reasonably long time on Broadway and went on the road with
no less a person than Miss Helen Hayes as its star; and it was
adapted to the moving pictures.
The very pattern of the two plays is quite different; and
the character of Mary in one contrasts sharply with the char-
acter of Mary in the other .Schiller presents a woman in the true
classical manner.She has risen high but she falls abruptly be-
cause of a weakness in her own nature. The final scenes are quiet
and religious in tone , strongly emphasizing her realization of
1 . ib eat re nrts -monthly .August 1934-, p. 110
..
-
her fault and her desire to repent. let his Mary is always a
woman. Despite the great poetry and the heightened emotion, she
remains a human being, albeit a rather magnificent one.
Anderson* s Mary is superbly characterized; one never quest-
ions her reality .But she is carried up into the poetry, she is
something of a symbol and a little more than human. She is
caught in a web of outside circumstances which she fights val- !
iantly to overcome .Though equally tragic in its design,Ander-
l son* s story swells to a glorious and triumphant ending stressing
the idea of Mary's eternal victory.
Schiller was interested in Mary Stuart and her story long
before he wrote his drama. In fact he once started preparations
for a drama and then laid them aside because he was weary of
treating historical matter. when he did return to Mary, he made
a careful study of the historical background, as he did with all
his work.Among his sources were the original and contemporary
historians of Mary's life: Robert son, Buchanan, and Camden, the
official English historian.As his studies progressed he wrote
to G-oethe of the matter:
"A few tragical motives presented themselves to my mind
immediately and gave me great faith in the subject, which
has undoubtedly many attractive sides.lt seems to me es-
pecially well-adapted to the Euripidean method which con-
sists of the most complete representation of the situation;
for I see the possibility of leaving to one side the whole
course of the trial with all the political matter and
beginning the tragedy with the sentence and condemnation
just passed. . . .‘*2
2 . 3 choenfeld, Hermann, 5 chiller 1 s Maria Stuart, Intoduction, p .xvli
I
\'*
*
.
.
t
.
(>
.
»
.
• **
t
IThis serves as an excellent key to the tone of the play lor,
although he did. not begin at so late a point in the story as the
letter suggests, it is this very point which dominates the feelings
of the characters from the beginning . It is the passing of the
sentence around which the struggle of the piece is built from
the first .Likewise
,
in a letter to G-oethe,the playwright gives
his own ideas concerning Mary:
"... My Mary will arouse no soft mood, however, since
this is not my intention;I will always keep her a physical
being, and the pathetic element must be rather a general
and profound emotion than a personal and individual sym-
pathy. She feels and arouses no tenderness; it is her fate to
experience and to inflame vehement passions .Only the nurse
[Hannah Kennedy] feels tenderness for her. . . ."3
It is seldom that an author sets forth so clearly the nature
of his heroine .And perhaps even more seldom that he manages to
maintain so fully his early conception -- the characters be-
come too strong for him or he forgets his first purpose in the
unfolding of his story.Not once is Mary placed in a position of
softness; from the first she is a woman who has sinned and is
now paying, perhaps too dearly, for that sin.And never is there
any question of her guilt .Schiller accepts from the first the
fact that Mary took part in Darnley* s murder and a mad affair
4
with Bothwell.
3 .Schoenfeld, Hermann, o; cit
.
,
Introduction^ .xviii
/
4. "Schiller accepts her guilt without reserve or hesitation and
even judges her more harshly than she deserves, for it is hard
to see how she could have escaped corruption under the terrible
conditions that surrounded her. " (ibid. , Introduction, p .xxxix)

The curtain goes up on a scene at Fotheringay , in which 3ir
Amias Faulet ,Mary 1 s jailer, and Hannah Kennedy, her nurse, are
struggling over the contents of Mary's desk. Kennedy insists
that he has no right there; he that Mary is carrying on plots
against his queen.Mary enters upon this scene and her very
passivity and submission show that she feels whatever happens
to he only just in the face of her former sins. Even the words
of Kennedy, her warmest defender, are an attempt to explain
rather than deny Mary's guilt. Khen Mary mourns her wickedness
and her foolish, mad love for Bothwell ,Kennddy replies:
No, no, I say. The most pernicious spirits
Of hell he must have summoned to his aid,
To cast this mist before your waking senses,
lour ear no more was open to the voice
Of friendly warning, and your eyes were shut
To decency; soft female bashfulness
Deserted you; those cheeks, which were before
The seat of virtuous modesty,
G-lowed with the flames of unrestrained desire; ... 5
Mary protests that Hannah is too soft with her. She is sure that
she ought to be damned for what she has done .Again Kennedy
protests
:
let you are no such lost one, that I know.
I nurs’d your youth myself - your heart is fram'd
For tender softness; ’ tis alive to shame,
And all your fault is thoughtless levity. 6
These speeches come at the very opening of the play when
the author is setting the action and giving the key for his
characterizations .Furthermore they are delivered by the char-
5. Schiller, Friedrich von, Ke,ria Stuart ,! iv,p.24
6.Loc. cit.
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acter who is obviously to he closest to Mary and the one who
know s her better than a„ny other person in the play. Clearly they
indicate that it is not Schiller' s intention that Mary shall
arouse a "soft mood" .At best they but weakly declare her un-
accountable for what she has done. So throughout the play the
thread recurs to keep the audience reminded of Mary 1 s initial
crime. From this early point , however, it is no more than a thread.
Such an opening of necessity presents Mary at the lowest
possible point if she is to be the heroine of the play. She must
somehow contrive to rise from this point. In this respect Mary
becomes a developing character ; the depth of her repentance , the
sincerity of it, gradually increases even as the plots of her
friends thicken about her. It is Mary v/ho first begs that she
may see Elizabeth and present her case fairly; it is Mary who
pleads with Mortimer not to go through with a plan for her
escape. If this were all, she v/ould be no character to admire;
to pity or scorn, but not to admire.But she has, besides a deep
conviction of her sin, a great deal of natural spirit and fire
that will not be controlled. 'when Burleigh brings the warrant
bearing the court sentence upon her, Mary flashes brilliant arg-
uments at him to prove that she need not submit. This same
spirit had just previously captivated Mortimer, who proclaimed
her the true Queen of England and cried out that when he came
to I'otheringay
:
I saw then not your picture, but yourself --
Oh, what a treasure do these walls enclose 1.
-.
.
.
.
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No prison this, but the abode of gods,
More splendid far from England’s royal court.
Happy, thrice happy he whose envied lot
Permits to breathe the selfsame air with you'.
It is a prudent policy in her
To bury you so deep'.
All England 1 s youth
Would rise at once in general mutiny
And not a sword lie quiet in its sheath:
Rebellion would uprear its giant head
Through all this peaceful isle, if Britons once
Beheld their captive Queen. 7
Surely Schiller means to suggest an underlying passion
which will not lie quiet and which stirs men like Mortimer to
such ringing praise. In doing so he further and very subtlely
explains the nature of that origins,! crime of Mary.
The action now switches to Whitehall Palace and the cha,racte r
of Elizabeth .She is portrayed rather strongly as the antagonist
of the play ; Schiller shows clearly the mean and petty qualities
which could be Elizabeth’ s .Pet »he strives to maintain the
balance by showing carefully the position in which she is
placed by Mary' s presence in her kingdorn.lt is all too clear
that her own life is in danger from the Catholic faction within
the kingdom if not from foreign nations such as Spain.And it is
also clear that Elizabeth is terribly distressed at the pain-
fulness of the situation: j_ s torn between her Inward humanity
and the lessons which political life have taught her. Pet there
is a further note of warning, lest the audience take no time to
weigh these facts and throw too much sympathy to Mary .Her for-
.
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mer guardian, the Earl of Shrewsbury
,
pays tribute to her spirit
and sincere repentance by pleading for her directly to Elizabeth.
But he does it in such a way that one is again reminded that
Mary has not been altogether strong and noble and good; he does
it by excusing her guilt asjfollows:
No God protected this poor sufferer:
Transplanted in her early youth to France,
The court of levity and thoughtless joys,
There, in the round of constant dissipation,
She never heard the earnest voice of truth;
She was deluded by the glare of vice,
i
And driven onward by the stream of ruin.
Kers was the vain possession of a face,
And she outshone all others of her sex
As far in beauty as in noble birth. 8
Thus his action praises while his words admit
,
perhaps condemn
a bit the crime of the Queen of Scots, a Spirited woman who had
,
no chance to do other than she did.
Now Mary climbs again as Elizabeth reveals the depths to
which she would go, even to secret murder of her rival , in order !
to regain security. The action brings Leicester and Mortimer to-
\
gether to effect Mary 1 s rescue and the play might well turn
more and more into a praise of the noble Scotswoman.But Schiller
maintains the balance. Just when Leicester proves himself a weak
j
fool, trying to remain on both sides, just when everything has
the audience prepared to take Mary's part against all comers, he
allows a very revealing glance into the soul of Elizabeth. She
agrees to a meeting with Mary, yet reluctantly and with a bitter
comment on the course of their two lives .Elizabeth says:
3 . Ibid
.
, II iii,p.62
.
She never did respect the world's opinion;--
Life was to her a sport;-- she never courted
The yoke to which I Low'd my willing neck.
And yet ,methinks, I had as just a claim
As she to please myself and taste the joys
Of life;-- hut I preferr'd the rigid duties
Which royalty imposed on- me;-- yet SHE,
SHE was the favorite of all the men,
Because she only strove to he a woman,
And youth and age become alike her suitors.
Thus are the men-- voluptuaries all'.
The willing slaves of levity and pleasure;
Value that least which claims their reverence.
And did not even Talbot , though grey-headed,
G-row young again, when speaking of her charms? 9
One is held for a minute by her words .True , they are bitter,
jealous, and tinged with petty envy .Nevertheless they carry that!
check on headlong sympathy for Mary in their reminder of the
truth they represent ; they recall that Mary first appeared as a
woman who had fallen for just such faults.
It is this excellent balance which makes Schiller' s char-
acterisation so well rounded.Mary is not a sweet, sad creature
who has erred and intends to spend the rest of her life paying;
neither is she a wild and reckless nature who will ride high
come what may. Her own painful awareness of what it is that
makes her weak completes the rounding. She has been through too
much as a result of a misstep not to know wherein she failed.
The third act opens with Mary' s first freedom for long
months; she is allowed to wander as she will in the forest at
Fotheringay and her spirit soars madly. In the very midst of her
jov,Paulet comes to tell her that Elizabeth is near and that
9
.
ibid. ,11 ix,p.84
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the two will meet .All at once Mary knows that her impulsiveness,
her emotion will somehow control her again.Bewildered, she faces
at last the meeting she has argued for for so long and she cries
out
:
We never should have seen each other-- never'.--
0,this can never, never come to good.
Rather in love could fire and water meet,
The timid lamb embrace the roaring tiger’.—
I have been hurt too grievously ; she hath
Too grievously oppress'd me;-- no atonement
Gan make us friends. 10
How well she knew herself, her lack of emotional control’.
Elizabeth comes and there is an inevitable clash between the
two queens. The clash which ends forever Mary's chance of free-
dom. The psychology of the scene is remarkable .The two women
face each other and each is the very essence of her character.
Elizabeth has yielded too much in consenting to the meeting;
her pride causes her to withdraw into cold scorn and pity.Mary
fights for the submission and humility that will disarm that
pride.As Elizabeth sees Mary’s sweetness and reason, she becomes
a little ashamed and takes refuge in more taunting and scorn.
She slurs Mary's very majesty. That is the one thing against
which no amount of effort can protect Mary .Blind pride and
anger tear her and she flings the taunts back into Elizabeth'
s
face
:
My sins were human, and the faults of youth;
Superior force misled me. I have never
Denied or sought to hide it; I despised
10. Ibid. , III iii,p.92
o.
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All false appearance as became a Queen.
The worst of me is known, and I can say
That I am better than the fame I bear.
Woe to you'. when in time to come, the world
Shall draw the robe of honor from your deeds,
With which thy arch-hypocrisy has veil'd
The raging flames of lawless secret lust.
Virtue was not your portion from your mother;
Well know we what it was which brought the head
Of Anna Boleyn to the fatal block. 11
Such an assault is without doubt petty and unworthy of the
woman Mary could be. let in the face of what Elizabeth had
just said to her, things equally petty and nasty in tone, it is
understandable .The addition of Schiller's direction for de-
livery,-- Mary speaks, "burning with rage, yet dignified and noble
-- draws it away from mere priggishness so that the manner of
her triumph, if not the words in which it is delivered, carries
all the drama and tragedy of Mary's nature.
Lest the balance has now swung sharply to Mary , Schiller
again fills out the portrait of Elizabeth. Despite the fury of
Mary' s attack and an immediately following attempt to murder
her by men who are fighting for Mary , Elizabeth waits. She can-
not be brought to call for the Queen of Scots' death. She holds
out against her Parliament and her people, her nobles and her
council , knowing what the effect on posterity will be. She holds
out despite the torture to her mind until her own weakness,
her bitterness at a, Fate which makes her struggle for those
things which Mary takes as a natural birth-right conquers her.
11
.
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Thus stand I
,
in contention with the world,
A poor defenseless woman: I must seek
To veil the spot in my imperial hirth
By which my father cast disgrace upon me:
In vain with princely virtues would I hide it:
The envious hatred of my enemies
Uncovers it, and places Mary Stuart
A threatening fiend before me evermore’.
0 no’, this fear must end.
Her head must fall'.
1 WILL have peace. She is the very fury
Of my existence; a tormenting demon,
Which destiny has fastened on my soul.
"Wherever I had planted me a comfort,
A flatt'ring hope, my way was ever cross'd
By this infernal viper'. She has tom
My fav'rite and my destined bridegroom from me.
The name of ev' ry ill I feel
Is Mary Stuart -- were but she no more
On earth, I should be as free as mountain air.
With what disdain did she look down on me,
As if her eye should blast me like the lightning'.
Poor, feeble wretch'. I bear far other arms,
Their touch is mortal, and thou art no more.
I am a bastard, am I?
Hapless wretch,
I am but so the while thou liv' st and breath' st.
(Thy death will make my birth legitimate.)*
The moment I destroy thee, is the doubt
Destroy'd which hangs o'er my imperial right.
As soon as England has no other choice,
My mother' s honor and my birthright triumphs'. 12
Thus Mary had struck the very thing in Elizabeth which she
sought to protect in herself -- royal blood.And Elizabeth was
equally proud and jealous of her station, and equally sensitive
when it was questioned. In this last important plea Elizabeth
sees Mary as the cause of all doubt of her own high birth.lt is
for this that the Stuart must die. This is Elizabeth's final
*The parentheses are Schiller' s to indicate that the line may be
omitted in production or presentation
.
12. Ibid. ,IV x, p.132
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portrait. She appears at the end hut only in a brief scene which
confirms the emptiness , the mean victory which echoes coldly in
her own heart as she signs the warrant for Mary's death.
There is no more balancing; Schiller has completed his story
of Mary' s character . Once again she must ps.y for weakness: iron-
ically the same spiritedness which makes a woman of her.The
rest of the drama is wholly Mary's. The sincerity of her relig-
ious feel inland the depth of her repentance for what she has
done with her life compose the dominant tone.All the pettiness,
all the hatred are drained from her and she goes calmly and
proudly to her death, assured that she is ready to face her G-od.
There is no pity nor sympathy for this Mary; there is nothing
but admiration and rejoicing that a human being can thus rise
beyond his own faults.And perhaps a passing pity for the other
characters as they fall away beside her.
Holien summarizes the entire treatment very concisely:
If Elizabeth appears at her worst, Mary undoubtedly
appears at her best in the long struggle between the two
queens. By her very situation as an unwilling captive
bravely fighting for her liberty, as a victim of inhospitable
suspicion and unscrupulous hostility , she appeals powerfully
to all the instincts of human chivalry and sympathy .Schiller
does not , indeed, overlook or palliate the passion and
violence s.nd crime that stained her earlier career; but these
wrongs have been expiated by years of suffering, and the poet
cannot help emphasizing the essential nobility of his beau-
tiful heroine in contrast with the moral ugliness revealed
in her jealous and ruthless rival .At the same time Schiller
does not intend that Mary shall arouse sentimental sympathy;
he conceives her as a sensual nature, whose fate it is to
experience and to kindle violent passions. 13
13 .Nollen, John Scholte
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And he completes his analysis fully when he comes to the con-
clusion that "... Mary deserves her place as the heroine of
this drama by her evident superiority
,
in her personal 3
>
in-
intellectual power, in dignity and moral self-conquest over all
14
the other characters of the play." And so Schiller’s Mary
remains, a woman who makes her own tragedy, who evokes no senti-
mental sympathy, yet who is obviously a"person in a high place"
with whom even classical high tragedy would be proud to deal.
There are two notable adaptations of Schiller 1 s play which
had betteV receive mention here rather than any attempt at in-
dividual treatment .Both are so completely adaptations that the
essential character of Mary is unchanged.To be sure the one by
Miss trances Anne Kemble (Fannie Kemble , actress) does its best
to whitewash Mg,ry .Miss Kemble frankly admits that her aim is
thoroughly in keeping with her Victorian era, to present only
15
the good in Mary, nut in actual presentation it became a
matter of emphasis in staging and acting technique rather than
drastic alteration of the Schiller text. The other is similarly
an attempt to meet requirements of a stage and of an audience'
s
taste which differed somewhat from Schiller' s own. This is the
French play
,
Marie Stuart
,
tragedie , by Pierre Antoine Le£run, which
was presented in Paris in the year 1820 .Mr. LeBrun, in his intro-
14 . Ibid
.
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15 .Kemble , Frances A. ,Plays , Introduction, p . ii
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duct ion, hastens to give all credit to Schiller and to explain
the needs of the contemporary stage that justified whatever
changes were to he found. 16
Anderson* s Mary of Scotland might he given a cast of char-
acters with different names, and one who knew of Mary only
through Schiller would never know that they we re supposed to he
the same people. The two might seem basically the same. They por-
tray a struggle 'between the two queens, Elizabeth is equally
tricky in hoth, Mary's largest fault in each is her inability
to control her emotion, and each makes the meeting between the
two a “big" scene .Actually even the setting is different and
one has to search for these underlying similarities lest they
are lost in the wide divergence of the tone.
Most of Maxwell Anderson' s work has two notable character-
istics: it is dramatic in every sense of the word, it always
seems bold and free and at the same time delicately designed,
but it will not stand up under analysis, it seems to become
loose, too facile, and artificial .Perhaps he has approached very
close to pure drama - - the illusion that is so completely
enchanting until one reaches out to grasp it,when it fades into
something a little cheap and tarnished. In this analysis of Mary
Stuart , everything possible will be done to retain the illusion,
to see her as she appears to a theater audience or to a first
reader.The entire playiis painted on a vast canvas, its poetry
and its tense action sweep upward beyond mere humanity .i rom the
16 .Lea run .'F i erra A
. ,
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Introduction, p. i
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opening curtain to the triumphant finale the audience is
treated to a spectacle which almost seems to he symbolic of
reason and sense struggling to mattain the world against hatred
and fear. let Anderson is admittedly an excellent portrayer of
character, and he makes his people so much a part of the play
that one accepts them without question.
The scene is very quickly established as the curtain rises
on the night guard at Leith on the night of Mary ’ s arrival from
France. The guards are busily engaged in playing cards to the
tune of suitable comments on the character o£ John Knox and
forebodings about the new queen. Knox himself appears to add a
solemn note of warning, but before there is time to comprehend
it Bothwell bursts in to demand a chair for the Queen of Scot-
land. His vivid language and direct action are a. sharp contrast
to the age and intellectual aspect of Knox. The value of this is
quickly seen when Mary herself appears. She comes quietly , almost
unassumingly
,
yet with such an air of assured majesty that soon
both men are her willing servants.Her first speeches are of her
deep love for Scotland, and as she defends it against the dis-
paragments of her French retinue, one thinks of a New Englander
praising the sturdiness of his homeland. Knox cannot wait to
attack her;he cries out that she is gin evil woman who has come
to destroy the simplicity and solidity of the Kirk.here is the
17 »Cf .Krutch, Joseph W
.
,
American Drama Since 1918 , ch.VI ; Carmer,
Carl , "Maxwell Anderson,Poet and Champion" /Theater Arts
Monthly , June 1933 >P .445; and Reed, Edward, "Playwrights Afield",
Ibid. , June 1934->P *4-54.
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first hint of the pattern which Anderson will follow ;Mary is to
he an essentially fine person torn down, not by her own folly,
but by the massing of opposing forces of evil which are too
strong for her. Her reasoning reply to Master Knox confirms the
hint; it is full of courage , earnest desire to succeed, and a tol-
erance far beyond anything that Knox is able to comprehend.At
first he maintains his defiance but slowly, under the quiet, calm
reason of her charm he seems to succumb .When a sovereign relies
to a barrage of too personal insults with such a sincere pro-
posal of her aims, even a fanatic like Knox must recognize vir-
tue. To his greeting of hatred and scorn she replied:
Master Knox, it is true that I am Mary Stuart, and your
queen, and I have come back from France after many years
away, to take up my rule in this country.lt is true, too , that
I am sad to leave the south and the sun, and I come here
knowing that I shall meet with difficulties that would daunt
many older and wiser than I am -- for I am young and inex-
perienced and perhaps none too adept in statecraft .let this
is my native place,Master Knox, and I loved it as a child
and still love it -- and whatever I may lack in experience,
whatever I may have too much of youth, I shall try to make
up for, if my people will help me, in tolerance s,nd mercy, 18
and a quick eye for wrongs and a. quick hand to right them.
Knox’s reply is to call her a corrupt and scheming woman, to
accuse her of sexual and moral looseness. W ith quiet dignity she
and loving honor and truth. Neither is my body corrupt nor my
19
mind." Eral Bothwell is impatient ;lie tells the "lass 11 to be
18
.
Anderson, Maxwell
,
Mary of Scotland , I i, ,6pO
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. . the daughter of a prince, softly nurtured
<
hard on the old fool and his kind, to strike first and to strike
j
hard.But Mary will not, and her methods are apparently rewarded
when Knox hows somewhat stiffly over her hand and accepts her
as ^ueen of Scotland.
Immediately the scene shifts to England and Eliza.heth.She
is holding council with Burleigh on the difficulty of the sit-
uation in which she is placed hy Mary's return.Burleigh is like
Eothwell in this respect,he would wage instant and devastating
war .Again it is the woman who holds hack.But Elizabeth' s re-
luctance is for no such noble reason as Mary* She has a much
more diabolically clever and much less expensive plan of coping
with Mary.Here Anderson, as Schiller, makes an attempt at balancir
or weighing Mary's character.But his purpose is not to round
out the portrait of Elizabeth but to point out the w^: spot in
Mary so that her fall at the hands of Elizabeth will be a plaus-
ible part of his plot .Anderson takes the trouble here to have
Burleigh read a full report from Randolph, the minister to Scot-
land. Though rather long, it plays an important part in the plot
mentioned above and it reveals Elizabeth' s character in the
play most fully.
Burghley:'As for the person of Marie, our new Q,ueen,I must
say in truth that she is of high carriage , beautiful in
a grave way --?'
Elizabeth:So -- go on.
Burl: ' Beautiful in a grave way, somewhat gamesome and given i
to lightness of manner among her lords as well as with
other company, very quick-witted to answer back, and
addicted to mirth and dancing, wherewith she hath made
converts to her cause among those most disaffected,
'<»
.
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thoughjthere Toe also those found to say her manners
might more "beseem the stews or places of low resort
than so ancient a p&lace and line '
Eliz:Pou see, she is a Stuart.
Burl
:
1 Moreover , she hath allowed herself to he seen much in
the company of certain men, among them the Earl of Both-
well,and hath borne herself among these men, they being I
known of somewhat loose report, in such a fashion as to ji
give scandal to the stricter sort here, she not scanting
to lend her eyes or hands or tongue to a kind of nimble
and facile exchange of smiles and greetings which mi ht
better become the hostess of an ale-house , seeking to wip
custom.Natheless she is liked, and greatly liked by those)
on whom she hath smiled closely, they being won not as a
|
wise sovereign wins subjects, but as a woman wins men.’
Eliza Bes,a Stuart.
Burl:' Bet to be true again I must also say that she is of
noble mind, greatly religious in her way, and the whispers)
against her name not justified by what she is in herself),
but only by her manners ,w^ich she hath brought from
France
.
1
Eliz:3he has won our Randolph among others.He shall go north)
no more.
Burl:' And in addition she has borne power thus far with so
discreet and tolerant a justness , impartial to north and
south, to Catholic and Protestant alike, that if she
persevere in this fashion she is like to reconcile the
factions and establish herself firmly on the throne of
Scotland. For vs.st numbers who sou0ht to curse her now
remain her fast friends.’ 20
From the beginning of the report Elizabeth seems to be
smiling in an '‘i-told-you-so 1 ’ manner. She pounces upon Mary’s
actions as exactly what we re to be expected from any member of
the Stuart clan.When Randolph swings over to Mary’s good qual-
ities, she becomes sharply impatient. To her it is only the weak-
nesses that count and to be her minister must see not but the
20. Ibid. ,1 ii,pp. 834-835
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flaws in Mary Stuart .For Elizabeth plans to trick Mary away
from Bothwell and his strength and to lead her into a marriage
with Darnley, the worst possible thing that Mary could do. Eliz-
abeth' s plan is well-worked out; she knows that, despite the
seeming strength in a union of the two heirs to her own throne,
the weakness of Darnley will drag them both into the dust.Built
on a vague but persistent whispering campaign, a slowly woven
net of lies about Mary and Bothwell or Rizzio or any one of a
dozen others, and aided by a swift stroke here and there, a whirl-
wind of hatred for Mary will drive her from power.
The same report reveals how such a campaign will be prac-
tical. It strikes at the very point where Mary is weak. During
the scene an .audience denies what Randolph says; this is not the
wise and tolerant woman that Knox met at Leith. The final para-
graphs are the true part of his writing .Yet as the play goes on
it becomes clear that Elizabeth's plan is working; then the
report is remembered.lt must be admitted that French ways are
too deeply a part of Mary for her to realize how inappropriate
they are to her new position.Never does Mary herself in any
action or speech reveal this weakness. ohe is unaware of it. In
this report, alone lies the explanation of Elizabeth' s success
and even while sympathizing fully, even hoping blindly, one knows
that it is Mary who has left herself wide open for attack.
The first sight of Darnley deepens the fear in Marian
supporters .He is presented as very young and boyish, a fellow
who .jests lightly and rather pointedly with Mary' s ladies-in-
.'
.
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waiting. Hardly the type to be Scotland's king.He pouts and
sulks childishly when he is dismissed for a short time.
Mary appears again and her speech only serves to suggest
that Randolph's report was false* She is strong and sure; there
is nothing about her of lightness or frivolity .Until she con-
fesses to Bothwell that despite her great love for him she
must marry Henry Stuart, Lord Darnley,one believes this. The
speech has an ominous sound and Bothwell is quick to recognize
it but Mary is convinced that this is the only way go assure
her children of the throne of England.They must be sons of the
man who follows her as heir presumptive to that throne.Her
strength makes it seem that she must succeed, for her love for
Bothwell is real and very great, yet she can put it aside. He
begs her to marry him and she quietly refuses:
. . . Since I've been a woman grown
There' s been no man save you but I could take
His hand steadily in mine, and look into his eyes
Steadily , too, and feel in myself more power
Than I felt in him.All but yourself .There is aching
Fire between us, fire that could take deep hold
And burn down all the marches of the west
And make us great or slay us. let it's not to \e trusted.
Our minds are not the same. If I gave my hand
To you, I should be pledged to rule by wrath
And violence, to take without denial
And mount on others' ruin. That' s your wa
y
And it's not mine. 21
I have been Queen of France -- a child-queen and foolisl
But one thing I did learn, that to rule gently
Is to rule wisely. The knives you turn on your people
Zou must sometime take in your breast. 22
21.This scene is less effective when one remembers the scene in
Anderson' s Elizabeth the -^ueen when Elizabeth characterizes
Leicester in the sane manner.
%
These words echoed strangely when Mary and Bothwell later
cast the world aside to enjoy Briefly this same love which had
grown too strong for them. For the present one cries out to Mary
to he less the queen and more the woman, so poignant is this,
love affair and so dull Lord Daraley that her very strength
seems to he leading her to disaster.And such in part is Ander-
son' s theme ;he combines this idea of Mary passing by marriage
with Bothwell at the only time when it was possible with the
main theme of outside forces working against Mary.
Mary's strength,her sincere desire to be a good ruler, are
brought out more sharply as Bothwell continues to plead. He tells
her what Elizabeth plans to do, that is, as much as he has been
able to guess. but Mary cannot believe that the Scots will be
led into accepting Elizabeth's lies. It is faith that gives her
strength, such faith that can say (and believe):
. . . But as I am queen
My heart shall not betray me, what I believe
And my faith. This is my faith, dear my lord, that all men
Love better good than evil, cling to truth
Than falseness , answer fair dealing with fair return;
And this too; those thrones will fall that are built on blood
And craft, that as you'd rule long, you must rule well. --
This has been true and is true. 23
It is words like these that raise Mary above reality to a sort
of symbolism; they are a part of Anderson' s attempt to say some-
thing more about forces in general, to relate these people to the
universal .And they almost convince the world that Mary will win
22 .Anderson,Maxwell
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She leaves Bothwell at last and goes to tell Barnley of her
decision. The shock of his youth and her physical repulsion for
him at this very early stage recall some of the last words of
her speech to Bothwell .There is a ring to them which is in-
creased hy this physical display of inner courage that carries
through her resolve .There is spirit and a determination to fight
that do not show in the previous words of almost naive faith.
I too have a will -- a will as strong as your own,
And enemies of my own, and my long revenges
To carry through. I will have my way in time
Though it burn my heart out and yours.
The gods set us tasks,
My lord, what we must do. 24
Here she hints at ultimate victory over Elizabeth, thpugh one
fears the length of time needed and the price that must be paid.
But here is promise of more immediate resistance:
i.ay,I am jealojgfo) of this my Stuart blood.
Jealous of what it has meant in Scotland, jealous
Of what it may mean. They’ve attacked that blood, and I’m
angry
.
They'll meet more anger than they know. 25
Having once stated Elizabeth* s position and Randolph'
s
attempt at a full-length portrait of Many ,Anderson never goes
back to her faults or weaknesses .That is, except insofar as the
evil plan which Elizabeth concocted on them slowly works itself
out. But at the second act curtain Mary is once more the Q,ueen,
24 Ibid.
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noble, serene, tolerant , and sure.Thus she remains; this aspect of
her deepens and develops until the final scene, when she breaks
out again in reply to Elizabeth's threats.At the opening of the
second act, she talks with Rizzio in an impersonal but friendly
manner. She is the great lady and he one of her higher subjects,
nothing more .Rizzio seeks permission to return to Italy on the
grounds that it is not healthy for him to remain longer in
.Scotland. Unhealthy because of the attitude the earls have
adopted toward him and because he senses that there is evil in
the wind.There is no indication of looseness or even freedom
between them. It is obvious that Mary does not want him to leave,
but her reasons are simply because of his musical ability and
and his great capabilities as a secretary.
Master Knox is announced almost upon her consent to let
Rizzio go; she remains a, complete lady. Knox talks in a manner
far more wild and insulting than when they first met. let Mary
is infinitely patient and tolerant.Her one idea is to enlist
his aid in making Scotland a leader in religious tolerance.
Audience sympathy must lie entirely with her when he insists
upon mouthing disconnected biblical passages to prove that she
is an evil woman.When he leaves it is not difficult to agree
with Rizzio and Lord Huntley that such men should be dealt with
sharply and not with reasoning and talk.
Sympathy remains with Mary throughout the swift movement of
the rest of the scene. She shows the greatest courage, the
strongest spirit, and almost impossible control .Darnley oursts
..
39
into her appartment ; he is obviously drunk and he hurls insults
at Huntley , Rizzio, and Mary. Seeing his condition Lord Huntley
goes out . Immediately Darnley calls and a band of earls appear
from his rooms below. Some of the important members of Mary's
council are among the group and it is clear that they have come
to destroy Rizzio. There is no thought of personal danger; Mary
coldly orders them to go. She scorns their power and pities their 1
foolishness .Beside her almost frozen bitterness , Darnley '
s
boastful arrogance is too childish to be borne.lt is impossible
to see his motives, or at least the justice of them, in hhe
affair. In spite of what she can do, the earls murder Rizzio, who,
it must be admitted, conducts himself in a cowardly way in
dodging behind her skirts. Lord Ruthven thanks dod that the deed
is done and admits to Mary that he has forced himself to come
here from his death bed to revenge her honor. He is overcome
when he realizes from the impassionate coldness of her denial
that she has ever slept with Rizzio. The rest of the lords are
so subdued that they are glad to sneak away. Only now that she
is alone with her women does Mary finally break. The great flood
of sorrow for Rizzio , disappointment in her counsellors , and
anger at her impotence all but prostrates her. She has hardly
regained control when Bothwell arrives to offer himself and
his followers.
The great depth of this woman reveals itself again here.
There is no more bitterness at her failure; no tortured craving
for revenge .Mary l;as risen so far above the situation as to
'•
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seem to look on it in its full sweep , through to the unknown end.
She admits that force and only force would have Drought success;
Eothwell's way was theoonly way to handle Scotland's lords --
and her king. She nevertheless thinks to refuse his help; for her
there is no help:
No, for I think I've teen
At the top of what I'll have, and all the rest
Is going down. It's as if a queen should stand
High up, at the head of a stair -- I see this now
As in a dream -- and she in her dream shouls step
From level to level downward, all this while knowing
She should mount and not descend -- til at the last she walks
An outcast in the courtyard -- hayed at hy dog3
That were her hunters -- walks there in the harslj morning
And the dream's done. 26
There is far vision in her speech and also a great weariness
A weariness of spirit which realizes that all its work has failed
and a beginning must be made again. So Anderson makes his Mary
great.For she does not give up at this point; knowing that she
has little chance, that she has lost her opportunity for success,
she joins with Bothwell to fight against their foes with all her
strength.
From such a peak the play drops back to Elizabeth's court.
This time the playwright makes no attempt to understand or
interpret Elizabeth's actions. She is thoroughly cruel and wickeds
she feels herself to be fighting for her life and knows no
bounds .JDamley has just been murdered, apparently by Morton,Moray
,
and the rest of the conspirators against Mary .Fine , Elizabeth '
s
whispering campaign will place the blame on Bothwell , while her
26 .Ibid., II i, p.871
..
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official and personal efforts will hasten the fruition of Mary's
and Bothwell's love. Thus will she destroy them. If Mary were to
marry the supposed murderer of the late king, her reputation
would he ruined forever and her crown would beJjtom from her
head.
Once again Anderson turns to swift action to carry forth
his story. In a battle with the lords Mary is captured. In order
that she may he freed again to rule her kingdom,Eothwell offers
not only to leave Scotland forever hut to present them with his
earldom and his lands.Mary faces another hitter defeat; the lords
accept Bothwell's suggestion hut refuse to let Mary go free
after he has departed. The cold fire of her hatred for them is
mingled with a vast pity for such little souls.
Finally Mary escapes to England and finds herself strangely
held prisoner at Carlisle .Why and hy whom she cannot guess, since
she fled to Elizabeth,her sister sovereign, for protection .A
party of her former subjects comes to visit and attempts to
cajole her into signing an abdication.Haughtily Mary refuses
them and declares herself" still ^ueen of Scots . -.-yu-ietly , i u.ioau
warning,her captor cornes.lt is, of course , Elizabeth .She is ao
first friendly and kind. She offers advice as an old hand to a
novice. let it is obvious that her curiosity has oeen a oig
factor in brining her here.Her vanity cannot bear the reports
she has heard of Mary's beauty, and there is a sharpness in her
voice as she sees it for herself:
*.
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Aye, with the Stuart mouth
And a high forhead and French ways and thoughts --
Well, we must look to it. -- Not since that Helen
We read of in dead Troy, has a woman's face
Stirred such a confluence of air and waters
To heat against the bastions. I'd thought you taller,
But truly, since that Helen, I think there’s been
No queen so fair to look on. 27
As her purpose dawns on Mary , Elizabeth sees the strong will
and spirit behind the beauty. The English queen would also have
Mary abdicate and live quietly as a noble lady in England. The
other is horrified as she now sees the whole net of lies and
gossip in which Elizabeth has caught her. .She cries out in the
cold anger of which she is capable and Elizabeth becomes
deadly smooth.Justifying herself by the lav/s of self-preserva-
tion she outlines the rest of her plan.Mary will go from prison
to prison, each lower than the one before until she signs the
abdication. If she holds out she will die forgotten at last in
some rotten hole.Such physical torture is nothing to Mary’s
courage. She rises to her most regal and orders Elizabeth to go
and do her worst .To go and be forever tormented with the know-
ledge that Mary should ultimately win, that her name and not
Elizabeth's should ring through history. On the swelling note
of triumph the play ends. Though seeming to have lost ,Mary , the
symbol of good or beauty or truth, is victorious in her inability
to recognize defeat.
27. Ibid. ,111
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Flays Favorable to Mary
Masefield
Any attempt to treat the remaining plays as 11 favorable" or
"unfavorable" in their attitude toward Mary tends to be some-
what arbitrary .There are several of them which seem to cling to
j
the borderline or concern themselves with action or theme to
such an extent that it is difficult to determine the character
of Mary. There are some , however, that stand clearly at one pole
or the other , especially those which declare the glory of her
name.The others are perhaps not so much "unfavorable" as
clearly admitting the faults or shortcomings of her character
and developing the story from that point. In order to bring
about some formal method of discussing these plays, they have
been arranged in two chapters .Those in the first group range
from one or two that are clearly Mariolatrous to those which
approach the doubtful stage. The second group opens with those
that seem to have crossed the border and ascends, or descends,
to those which are sharply critical of the Scottish queen.
Mr.John Masefield is essentially a poet. His interest in the
stage is that of a poet who desires to unite the two arts as in
the age of Shakespeare , for he himself has 3aid,"So long as there
remain two enthusiasts and a plank there will still be a poetic
1
stage." At the time (1926) no one was ready to accept his belief
1 .Cunliffe , John,Modem An ;llsh Dramatists
,
p . 187
,’
.
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but the advent of Maxwell Anderson and others has bohne out Mr.
Masefield's interest .Nevertheless the poetic drama of today
has not developed aTLong the lines of Masefield'. s experiments
and most of his plays, including End and Beginning , are not of the
2
theater. This short play or pageant seems rather to have been
written for private presentation in the small theater on Mase-
field's estate.lt tells of the final days in the life of Mary
Stuart and apparently was built about the description of those a
|
Frou.de s History of England . This is true only to a certain
extent ,howver, for Masefield has chosen to see Ma ry as a most
noble figure.She shines throughout the piece as one who has been
unfairly treated by her enemies. The curtain rises on the forlorn
queen at Fotheringay .She tells the entire story of her life
from the murder of Darnley to the “trial" in England and in
such a way that she proves herself the victim of evil circum-
stances .Sympathy for Mary is increased an hundredfold when
English officers arrive to deliver the warrant for her death.
They seat themselves on her throne, tear down her arms, and taunt
2. Masefield is a philosopher as well as a poet and none of his
experiments in drama fail of noble enrichment in detail; but in
their general form and tendency , they are reactionary , and, so far
as the future development of the drama is concerned, futile . It
seems a. pity that so gifted an artist, who has given us one good
play, should so often spend his energies in ventures which are
indeed Interesting to the student of the drama, even as unsuc-
cessful experiments , but have little or no significance for the
theater as it exists .( Cunliffe , John, Op_. cit
.
,p . 187
)
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Froude , James A.
,
History of En ;land
,
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her with her coming execution. Such insults hear out the feeling
that she has been maligned.With a quiet dignity and calm Mary
bids farewell to her servants who mourn for her and express
her excellence as a mistress .When she seek their forgiveness
for her harshness , she is told that she was "never anything but
4
kind". Thus with almost no direct defense from Mary, does Mase-
field create the impression of deep nobility and queenliness in I
her character. In answering the officers who bring the warrant,
not*
Mary strengthens this impres son. She reveals her blood royalAonly
in the words of the following speech but in the tone of direct
simplicity and lack of hauteur in which she delivers it.
Mod of his G-race called me to be a ^ueen.
I have been annointed and sacred as a. Queen.
I hold rny dignity from him alone
To him I will resign it, with my soul.
I do not recognize your Queen as mine
Nor her heretical council for my judges.
I will die a. Queen, in spite of those whose power
Is like that which robber exercise
In some dark den on righteous folk. I trust
That G-od, after my death, will manifest
The integrity of my cause to all this realm. 5
This is a speech which is truly proud but so sincere an ex-
pression of belief that one would not call it stuffy or arrogant.
And as she continues it is clear that Masefield has accepted
what Froude praised only as a magnificent bit of acting. She saysJ
i
In the name of G-od, these tidings are most welcome.
I bless and praise his power that the end
Of all my bitter sufferings is at hand.
4.Masefield, John, mnd and ^e, ; inning ,p .24
5 . Ibid., p. 12
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I did not think the ^ueen,my sister ^ueen,
w'ould ever have consented to my death.
3-od' s will he done.
He is my witness, I shall render up
My spirit to His Hands all innocent
Of' all offense against her.
I shall appear before Cod' s Majesty
Clear of all crimes whereof I am accused.
The soul is far unworthy of the joys
Of Heaven whose body cannot bear one moment
The executioner’s stroke.
Death will be welcome.
what time has been appointed for my execution? 6
There is never s.ny question of Elizabeth's side; the entire
play centers about the theme of the title.The first scene closes
with Mary’ s departure to prepare for her death and the entre-
act is filled with a chorus figure representing the Spirit of
Beauty. In a highly mystical and poetical passage she identifies
herself as the spirit and essence of all beauty and somehow
manages to tie M^ry into relationship with herself. By this time
Mary has proudly passed to the execution chamber, so it may be
that the Spirit is intended to convey her passage from mortality
to eternity .At all events she is superceded by an English noble
who, lest it seem that only Mary can praise Mary , describes her
r>
dearth in a touching manner.His tribute serves to introduce the
Spirit of Mary, now ascended to Heaven.
Though she was lame, her spirit was too queenly
To falter before peril: she walked proudly
Straight to the scaffold foot,
But only one man there, answered Amen.^to "May Elizabeth’ s
enemies perish.
j
6 .
i
bid.
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All there were moved by the most piteous end
Of the most gracious , courteous, royal lady
That ever was betrayed by brutal men
And greedy men, and scoundrels and base knaves.
Falsehood, and savagery and forgery.
No man, not even a courtier, can betray her
Again, forever: as I think, her reign
As Queen begins now. She is beautiful
In the world's heart, and human policy
Has done its worst upon her and yet failed.
May her lovely spirit be in bliss this moment. 7
Such a. eulogy sca.rcely needs comment; it sums up in itself
the entire character of Masefield's heroine. She has little real
life and color, nor is it intended that she should have.His
purpose was simply to represent her as a symbol of high nobility
It is completed in the final scene when the Spirit of Mary
appears briefly and closes the pageant with a poem describing
the pea,ce and ecstacy which her soul has at last attained in
heaven.
Drinkwater
Mary Stuart is one of a series of chronicle plays by Mr.
Drinkwater,none of which, with the exception of Abraham Lincoln
,
met with any popular success .Despite the sharp division of
opinion among the critics, the public could not accept his
portrayal of nary .The difficulty would seem to lie in the fact
that he constructed his heroine' s character around a theme
7
.
Ibid. ,pp .46 et seq.
..
,
which, either of itself or in his presentation,was unacceptable
to the general theater audience .The theme
,
quickly introduced
in an Induction,is that there are men and women who have such
a great capacity for love that they are unable to concentrate
all that love on one person.Andrew Boyd, an old Scot, is trying
to point this out to a young friend,Hunter, and to convince him
that Hunter’s wife ,Margaret , is such a person.Because she finds
it possible to loveanother man does not mean that she is a light
woman nor that she no longer loves Hunter; it means simply that
she is a great-souled being. To illustrate his point, Boyd ind-
icates a full-length portrait of Mary Stuart and cites her
life as an example:
Have you ever reflected on the strangeness of that Edin-
burgh story -- the confusion of it, growing and growing
through all the years? History never so entangled itself.
All the witnesses lied, and nearly all who have considered
it have been absorbed in confirming this word, refuting
that .And at the center of it, obscured by our argument, is
the one glowing reality, a passionate woman.Beside that, the
rest is nothing, but we forget. . . .These women -- such
women -- can sometimes love so well that no man' s nature
can contain all that they have to give.There are men like
that, too .And it is not a light love. The light lover has
many, and rapidly shifting aims, but never two loyalties at
once .But these others may love once, or twice, or often, but
changeles sly. They do not love unworthily -- it is lamentable
when they love unworthy men. 1
Thus baldly is the theme announced and almost as baldly
adhered to throughout the play. It is unquestionably a startling
j
theme which most of us regard in the same manner that Hunter
1 .Drinkwater, John, Mary Stuart ,~o. 10
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does in the play: he is more than a little puzzled and, though
his love for Margaret wants to believe, can but remain uncon-
vinced. It is then that Boyd turns to Mary Stuart , saying that
she was such a woman:
A woman of great wit . . . . And nothing better - .
to her than a scented pimp [lizzioTJ , a callow foolQ..rnley|l
,
and a bully ^nothwellTJ .They should have been three :reat
princes of men .And just that. 2
In the background a song begins and swells gradually to
drown his voice .Then the scene fades and the lights go up on
Kolyrood Castle oh the evening of March 9, 1566.Mary lies
asleep on her couch and Beaton sits quietly by reading.Mary
awakes to talk ss,dly with Beaton.She mourns the sad persons of
the men who love her, whom she must love, and she sees the a0e-
lessness of her story. There is a touch of greatness in a
woman who can go on fighting though she sees from the first that
she will not win. Such is the first impression that Mary herself
conveys
.
Craft is against me, my friend. I shall have no leisure
to find the great one .Lethington works, and my brother Moray
works.And Elizabeth waits .Elizabeth of England -- They will
do as she wishes. She knows it, and I know. I am too beautiful
for her. She has poets who call her beautiful , too . If Mary
were their queen what a song it would be. She knows it. It’s
a little secret satisfaction, that
. 5
The little touch of feminine gloating, the following flavor
of haughty pride are es.sily forgiven as she closes her boast
2 .
i
bid. ,p .lp
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with.,the knowledge that she will he overcome:
I shall know that my wits are hest til the end.r.ut the
end will he to their hand. Fools for lovers, and fools to
destroy me.Proudly I shall know that always, being above
them in love and wisdom.But love will cheat me, and my wis-
dom will spare me nothing. That is how it is- for me. 4
Suddenly , when she stops speaking, one wonders why she does
n0 t employ her boasted wisdom to save herself.For a moment it
appears that she is a vain and lazy creature who must blame
others for her weakness .Mr .Drinkwater never could have intended
this, it is entirely out of keeping with hisjtheme .The action of
the story drives the thought temporarily aside and in her next
scenes she rises above it, yet momentarily it was there and be-
I
came one facet of her character.
David Rizzio comes to her to plead his love but it is soon
evident that his greatest devotion is yet too small to under-
stand her nature. She loves him only for what he represents:
the South and music and beauty. So David does his best to give
her these; he plays and sings gay tunes .Jarnley hears the music
and bursts upon them in great anger.He demands David Rizzio 1 s
dismissal and Mary refuses flatly . ,/hiring about his pride,
Darnley threatens Rizzio’ s life. It is now Mary's scorn and
fury that rise to the point where she expresses the fullness of
her feeling, and for the first time it is possible to accept her
greatness,to believe utterly that she is a noble character
dragged down by the pitiful smallness of thb se to whom she
4.Loc. cit.
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is bound by love . Darnley ' s attitude awakens the acceptance and
the sincere feeling of Mary's reply deepens it.
And what of mine pride ?l'm hungry -- do you understand?
All this -- my body and my imagination.Hungry for peace --
for the m§n who can establish iny heart. What do they say --
a light lover, unsure always. And who is there to make me sure' 1
What man is there with authority?Where is he who shall
measure me?Listen,my husband. There are tides in me as fierce
as any that have troubled women.And they are restless
,
always!,
always. Do you think I desire that?i)o you think I have no
other longings -- to govern with a clear brain, to learn my
people, to prove myself against these foreign jealousies , to
see strong children about me, to play with an easy festival
mind, to walk the evenings at peace?Do you think I choose
this hungry grief of passions -- deal in it like a little
poet?All should be resloved and clear in me, with a king to
match my kingdom.My love is crazed, a turbulence without dir-
i
ection.lt was made to move in long, deep assurance , moulding
me beyond my knowledge . I , who should be love, may but bum,
and burn with the love that I am not .Where is my prophet?
Everywhere blind eyes. I took you, I wedded you, I made you
King.And you mince and gossip and listen at the door. I could
have taught you the finest husbandry that Scotland has ever
known.And your soul's policy brings you to this. lour craft
-- the craft of Scotland' s excellence -- against the poor
half-wit of David Riccio.And you have your pride'. 5
The very fact that Darnley permitted her to finish such a
speech wipes out the last vestige of doubt. If he were a man,
such accusations must be lies and he would jump to meet their
challenge. He odes nothing but sulk and mutter and slink out
pouting like a naughty child.And now it is clear that what Mary
says is true. She is caught and hemmed in by the narrow minds
and souls of those who must be her allies; it is they who will
defeat her and not her recognized foes. For Darnley is closest to
her and should be strongest and he is not. let unfortunately the
5. Ibid. , pp. 34-35
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doubt will not be dispelled for 50od and all.Her speeches carry
her up, but a little phrase or gesture questions the greatness
which she claims for herself and brings her instead to the level
of a woman of petty passions and uncontrolled emotions rather
than a woman who is the ''one glowing reality" .One of these acts
follows quickly on her brilliant speech.
Rizzio has returned to her and their conversation is inter-
rupted by Darnley , singing a lewd song on the terrace below. In
a fury,Mary hurls a pitcher of wine on the singer's head. Then
she yells down at him like an angry fish-wife .For a while they
quarrel in this uncouth manner until her temper renders her
speechless
.
The storm passes quickly and Mary resumes her role of a
distressed queen. She sees again into the future and is aware
that David Rizzio is to play a vital part in what is to come.
Beaton wonders , "Why not sand Riccio away?Why let him be, as you
say, a great stake?" And Mary can say:
Because there is no other .Because my mind is lost, Beaton
Darnley , Riccio ,Bothwell -- there's a theme for a great heart
to play .And there's so much to do . I have talent -- as rare
as any in Burope.lt should be my broad road -- that and my
love.And I cannot use it, for my love is beaten up like dust,
blinding me .Wanton, it is said. No woman, I think, was ever so
little wanton.To be troubled always in desires -- That's to
be curst, not wanton.Little frustrations and it should be the
wide and ample movement of life. I want to forget it all --
wholly to become it .And there are Darnley , Riccio, Bothwell
.
And my power lies unused, it rusts. If I could find peace, if'
there were but a man to match me, my power should work,
ulizabeth should see an example in .Scotland. I would defend
queenship and I am brought to defend a poor Italian clerk. 6
6
.
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A^ain the theme which she represents.lt almost makes her
great and mystic.But again she does not quite rise above it. It
holds her fast and keeps her an emotional creature who is for-
ever restless and seeking, who never faces things squarely and
accepts them for what they are.
Even the greatness of fighting in the face of defeat tar-
nishes a little when she bares to the ambassador, her most bitter
foe's representative , this knowledge .There is an almost direct
appeal for sympathy in her words to Randolph:
Oh, be simple about it , Randolph. Forget your diplomacy --
|
I'm not worth it .Moreover , fate has touched me, and I have a
discovering vision. lour genius, my poor ambassador, fades in
the climate of my grief.Policy shines when it is pitted
against interest .But my interest knows the doom tha,t is
coming. Let us talk as friends, with death appointed. I shall
not betray you. 7
Is she seeking even here, in the very court of her rival, to
find the peace and comfort that is not hers?
Finally Bothwell comes in to help her plan Rizzio's escape.
;
Yvhy does this third of her lovers fail as the others have failed ?
One wonders what the answer to this question would be,a,nd
wonders .Physically he is everything she could -wish; emotionally
they seem suited and for a brief moment he satisfies her de-
sires in a passionate embrace. But he too is not large enough;
her yielding was but momentary.No solution of his failure is
given for Beaton interrupts the scene to announce that Darnley
is coming. Once again the king threatens to kill Rizzio.
7. Ibid. , p .48
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IMary calls David to her to tell him of the plans for his
escape to the continent #Grlad in his heart, he sings to her of
France and the South. Once more Damley comes and sends Rizzio
to recieve a message in the hall.The message is death.Mary is
scornfully pitying of the poor fool but swears that the mur-
derers shall pay as though he had been a great lover. The scene
fades slowly back to the present, to Boyd and Hunter, and as the
curtain falls there is still uncertainty as to whether Hunter
has grapsed this example of the sweep and depth of great love.
It is impossible to know whether he realizes that it was the
small souls of those she loved that dragged Mary to destruction.
And it is further uncertain whether this is true; was Mary the
noble character she felt herself to be or was she an unstable
smd emotional female?It is obvious what Mr.Drinkwater intended
her to be.
Mr.John Banks and his play, the Albion Queens ,need perhaps
a brief introduction that has not been accorded playwrights
more widely known at the present day .Mr. Bell remarks that little
is known about Banks except that he started out in law but
found himself unsuited to it. Of his several plays, The I siand
Queens , or The Albion Queens , was one of the strongest .This was
1 .Written c.1700
-.
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at first refused a license as Mr.Bell believes because histori-
2
cal drama is not popular due to its lack of an unknown ending.
Professor Nicoll is more the critic.He says that Banks was the
most important predecessor of Rowe. He started with a couple of
heroic dramas and passed to a series of pathetic plays on his-
torical subjects , none of which were "remarkable for intrinsic
excellence" , altough he was a more capable writer than is gen-
erally supposed.The historical value of them, however, is enor-
mous; several remained long on the stage. So that Banks was one
of the most powerful forces in the development of eighteenth
century tragedy. In fact, it would not be too much to say that
in several dramatic schools his influence , direct and indirect,
for forty or fifty years after his death was second only to tha
3
of Shakespeare.
The Albion Queens was produced at Drury Lane and Covent
4
warden with a. remarkable cast and probably made a good showing.
/
Its tone is quite different from most of the subsequent dramas
about Mary Stuart for Banks finds it possible to pity Mary and
at the same time praise Elizabeth.he makes them friends*. The key
for both characters is presented in the prologue:
But we, this night, in other paths shall move,
That lead to honour, innocence, and love:
2eBell , John, ed.
,
The Albion Queens , by John Banks, Intro
.
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A queen distress 1 d, to touch the ladies' eyes,
A noble prince, that for her beauty dies;
A British q^een, lamenting their sad fate,
And mourning over the unfortunate.
Who is- there here that could so cruel be,
As not to mourn at their sad tragedy?
To see such honour and such beauty fall,
And England 1 s queen mourn at their funeral. 5
The play opens in England, where Cecil coaches Davison in
statecraft and warns him to take great care. Norfolk breaks in,
declaring his great love for Mary .'Then Elizabeth comes, accom-
panied by the Scotch Earl Morton, who is presenting Mary's fault ij
Norfolk denies them all and protests her innocence .His elo-
quence and a letter from Mary herself move Elizabeth to com-
passion. Mary mustjat once be free .Morton sees chat he must yield
and quickly throws himself on Mary's side , claiming that he did
not realize how much he had been deceived in regard to Mary.
Elizabeth prepares to meet Mary at the palace.Here mess-
engers come to tell her of the gres,t ovation that the Scots-
woman is receiving as she rides through the streets.At first
Elizabeth is a little frightened at such popularity and of
course jealous. She orders Mary seized but instantly repents.
However, her jealousy is strong and she will not face her rival
at this point.
So Mary first appears alone in the deserted hall of Eliza-
beth' s palace. She is full of sweet sadness and humility.
When I was great, I always was in danger;
u-iddy and fearful, when I looked beneath;
5 .Banks, John, The Albion Queens , Prologue ,p .7
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But now with scorn I can see all above me,
Happy in this, that I can fall no lower. 6
She seeks only rest and peace for herself .There is none of the
great pride or bold recklessness that have been Mary 1 s in other
dramas.But once again she is the poor woman trapped in a net
of lies.This time Elizabeth is go be caught in the same net.
Norfolk comes to Mary and wants her to escape with him. She
refuses, preferring to trust Elizabeth. But she does promise her
hand to Norfolk if they are ever free. So Mary is ledt once more
alone to await her meeting with Elizabeth. But the other avoids
it carefully.
In the background Morton goes on with his plot to destroy
Mary. He is aided openly by Davison and G-ifford, who has betrayed
the plot against Elizabeth in Mary’s favor;and he is secretly
aided by Cecil .At the same time Morton works with Norfolk to
bring about his marriage to Mary. Through all the action Mary
remains innocent of the turmoil and strugglejshe trusts, as she
says, that right will win.
There's no fear; for my kind sister's love,
And my own innocence , shall conquer all
That hell or malice can invent against me. 7
But her confidence deserts her when she is met by Norfolk and
Morton with the news that Elizabeth has consented to the marri-
age.From past experience Mary knows that Morton is not to be
6. Ibid. , III ,p,33
7. Ibid. , III ,p .48
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trusted.. She hesitates:
. . . Lo
,
I stand
Like one that in a desart lost his way.
Sees several paths, yet knowing not the right,
Stands in amaze, and fears to venture any. 8
As the three go out Elizabeth comes on the scene .And in one
impulsive gesture she reveals both her own character and that
of Mary .Elizabeth calls out to them to come back.Now for the
first time the two queens meet .Always when the dramatist in-
corporates such a meeting in his play, he seems to strip all the
decoration from each queen. So it is here.
Elizabeth berates Norfolk for his disloyalty to her.Mary
interposes to excuse him. The sweetness and politeness of her
attitude win Elizabeth immediately .Her own inner nature rises
to meet Mary's charm and mid protestations of undying friend-
ship they embrace .'Together they plan the future, a future which
will glow for them both. Surely Mary has won what she sought.
Unfortunately they met too late .G-ifford has letters which
involve Mary in a plot .Morton and Cecil have obtained the letter
which they will use to break up the new friendship .The evidence
is too strong for Elizabeth to brush aside, so she sadly orders
the death of Norfolk and the imprisonment of Mary in the Tower.
At their last meeting Mary and Norfolk still protest their
innocence; she wished only freedom for herself, he was always
thoroughly loyal to Elizabeth.!et they hold no bitterness , for
8.Loc. cit
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they are well aware that it is not the English queen who is
their enemy, that she too is trapped and deceived.’with such noble
sentiments Norfolk goes to execution and Mary to her prison.
In order that Elizabeth’s position may be clear to the
audience, Banks returns to her. She is tortured by what she has
had to do but could see no escape.Her council now advocates the!
death of' Mary and she fights against them. But when they present
evidence of the approaching Spanish Armada and the imminent
danger to her own life , Elizabeth, for the good of her subjects
who need her, is frightened into signing a warrant .At that her
orders about its use are not clear.
Mary* s final scene bears out the charm a.nd nobility of her
nature. She prepares calmly for her death with no word of re-
proach. She causes her servants so much grief that one Dowglas,
a page, is overcome and dies.And in her quiet sorrow she for-
gives Cecil the bearing of the warrant. The last doubt is wiped
away when she forgives even Morton while placing the blame for
Darnley^s murder on his shoulders.
Thou* st done me no ill, but as thy nature.
A wolf can do but as a wolf -- thou hast it. {forgiveness")
Tho* heaven thy horrid crimes may ne'er forget,;
But let my son revenge his father' s murder,
Which thou too surely didst, and laidst the stain on me. 9
And Morton makes no reply ; apparently Mary's words are to be
accepted as truth
accepted afe truth.
9
.
Ibid. , V iii,p.93
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Now only Elizabeth remains doubtful ; there is a resentment
because she signed the warrant even though one knows that she
had little choice. Nov; she hastens on the scene bent on stopping
|
the execution.When she had time to recover from her panic, she
j
realized how much Mary's love meant to her; the* were two sister I
queens and must work together.lt is obvious that she did not
mean the warrant to be put into force .Unfortunately she is too
late to save Mary, but she does arrest Morton and Davison, who
will pay for their officiousness .The play closes on the plain-
j
tive note of Elizabeth s speech about the sad fate of all
princes and the things they must endure.
Truly this is the only drama in the group studied that
managed to present both queens as noble and majestic women,
both caught in the net of politics.lt is interesting that such
should be the case in the very play that is apparently nearest
of the group to the age in which the queens lived.
St .John
John St.John is another playwright who probably needs some
introduction.Professor Nicoll lists him as an eighteenth
century Englishman of the school that felt Sanies' influence so
strongly . St .John and his group turned to historical subjects
*Coul& this possibly be because of court censorship?Or maybe
to help promote friendly feeling toward the Scottish union
which was undoubtedly a topic of the day? - Author's note.
..
.
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largely to please the critics and their demand for truth rather
than fiction. Three whom they took for their guides, Shakespeare,
Banks, and Rowe, had seemed to find this type of drama worth-
1
while, so they were further encouraged to use it.
Once again, in St.John's Mary Queen of S c ots , there is a
woman trapped By circumstances, dragged down by enemies who
will descend to anything to gain their ends»Once again Eliza-
beth is a vacillating, doubtful character. But it is clear that
she is not a friend of Mary; and it is clear that Mary is strong
and good and spirited enough to fight to the finish.The whole
flavor of the play is Scottish: the Scottish retinue of Mary is
on the side of right ;her people are the protagonists and set
the tone for the presentation of all characters.
Lord Kerries returns at the opening of the drama from Eliz-
abeth' s court with the news that Mary must submit to trial .But,
he tells Beaton, she must not .And Beaton agrees. These Scots are
proud of their queen and their country .As Beaton says:
Our country is debased'.
While our anointed queen submits her cause
To foreign jurisdiction, and betrays
1
.
Micoll ,Allardyce ,British Drama
,
p .268
2.
The cast here is also interesting -- Duke of Norfolk: Mr
.
Kemble; Sir William Cecil :Mr. AikinjLord Herries :Mr.Barrymore
;
Davison:Mr .Parker;Earl of Shrewsbury : Mr .Benson; Earl of Hunt-
ingdon:Mr .PHillimore ;3ir Amias Paulet : Mr .Faucett ; Beat on: Mr,
W ill iams ;Nawe : Mr .Alfred; Lt . of the Tower :Mr. Lyons ; Sherif f :Mr
.
Chapl in ; Mary ;Mrs . S iddons ; El i zabeth :Mrs . Ward ; Lady Dougla s :Mrs
.
Farmer; Lady 3crope:Miss Tidswell.
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At once her own and Scotland's dignity.
And Lord Kerries knows how to convince Mary that they are right
^
Thus shall I urge; you know her spirit well;
Touch hut that, string ,' twill vibrate o'er her frame;
She has a soul that wakes at Honour' s voice;
Alive, with eager trembling at the sound,
She flies to its embrace; let Shame approach'.
Straight she recoils, and shrinks within herself;
Ho plant so sensitive, no shade so fleet.
May heav'n still guard her'.Which way is the queen? 3
As they suspected, Mary herself would submit to the trial.
She feels that her innocence must win.but Kerries convinces her
of the dangers, so she proudly returns him to Elizabeth to de-
mand her freedom. Norfolk enters to Mary and pledges his love
which she accepts. The scene closes with Mary alone telling how
fully aware she is of her position.But she is not a person to
bow humbly to fate:
Here then for life I'm fixed,
Unless I work my way through walls of stone. --
Alas'. these hands are weak'.But I'll find some
Shall tear up by the roots these thick-ribbed towers;
I'll from my dungeon scream, till to my cries
All Eurpoe echoes -- Norfolk'. thou shalt rouse
That insuppressive Spirit of this isle,
Nhich hates injustice , succours innocence,
Appals the tyrant,and protects the oppressed. 4
From this bold declaration, the play turns to Elizabeth. She
is listening to Cecil's tale of Norfolk's love for Mary . Inuned-
;
iately she orders Mary's removal to Tutbury .Norfolk comes in
at this point only to reveal the weakness which contrasts
Mary's spirit.Ke denies the love, claims to prefer the quiet of
3 .St . John, John, Mary 4ueen of Scots , I i,p.70
4. Ibid. , I ii ,p .79
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his country estate and swears undying allegiance to Elizabeth.
His queen does not believe him, however, she warns him to stay
away from Mary .And her speech shows no love for her prisoner:
0, all- seducing harlot'. Wanton wretch
Can none escape the fascinating looks
Of this attracting basilisk? 5
Merries has arrived at Whitehall but his plea is futile in
the face of the plans of Cecil.The Scotsman damns England and
predicts its fall.^ecil is unmoved; his strength can now with-
stand Scotland, France, and Spa.in if need be, for he has evidence
to destroy Norfolk and Mary. The evidence causes Elizabeth to
order Norfolk's arrest .However, because of Cecil's pleas, he is
released on the promise that he will forget Mary and her cause.
With this in mind he returns to bid farewell to Mary.
In the meantime she awaits developments at Tutbury .unlike
her lover there is no yielding in her. She is told that the
kindly Shrewsbury is no longer her jailer; the Earl of Huntingdon
will take his place . Insolently ,Huntingdon informs her that she
|
is merely a. common prisoner.Haughtily she replies that she is
j
a queen and will ret a,in her crown until her death. Furthermore
his most vicious cruelties will serve only to stren .then her
ra.th.er than cause her to bow to Elizabeth.Lady Douglas scorn-
fully attacks Huntifjgdon.
How', would you place a queen
A qady formed in Nature' s fairest mould,
5. Ibid., II i,p.3l

Reared like the tenderest plant, shaped by e ? ch ^race,
Each exquisite last, touch of polished art --
Among a tribe of felons? 6
This is the defense which one of her closest friends offers
for Mary .Norfolk’ s opinion of her character shows when he com
to tell her of his promise to Elizabeth.
How shall I wound her generous , noble heart?
Her, whose pure mind, whose unsuspicious thoughts
Dress up my sins in virtuous robes; ... 7
When at last he reveals the promise,Mar^ is shocked. She reft
to believe that he meant what he said. Refuses so completely that
he is ashamed to have thought of it and again protests undying
love. This time Norfolk is awakened; too late his strength has
asserted itself.But for Mary there is always hope.They will
fight together.
Elizabeth hears of Norfolk' s falseness and this time claps
him into the Tower for good.His execution follow but the
English council fears the public stir it will cause .Elizabeth'
s
indecisive quality now comes forward.She curses Mary wishes she
had long since been sent back to the Regent Moray in Scotland.
She is afraid for her person and her throne if Mary continues
to stir up unrest as she does. To her the Scottish queen is no
great woman but:
This precious prize, so unexpectedly
Entangled in my toils, proves a fierce snake
Which I can neither safely hold or loose;
While yet I have her in my grasp, she slips,
6
.
Ibid. , III iv,p.93

Twining her folds around my limbs -- Ala- s'.
I live in fear of my own prisoner,
And tremble on my throne . 8
This is Elizabeth.Such is Mary portrayed that one feels she
in the same position would have destroyed the cause for fear at
once and the devil take the consequences.
But even Mary has not unlimited strength and spirit. The
death of Norfolk combined with the trial which followed Eliz-
abeth's discovery of Babington, causes her to break momentarily.
She has no defense to offer when she learns that the Star
Chamber has found her guilty of attempting Elizabeth* s death.
But Ls,yd Douglas answers for her with the strongest declaration
;
of Mary’s excellence that the play presents.
’ Twas to defend her honour that she came,
In all the majesty of her innocence;
Descending from a throne, she offered up
Her dignity, a willing sacrifice,
To her fair fame ; impelled by conscious pride,
That inward pride, which purity of mind
Inspires, and prompts to dare corruption's art,
To face, upon unequal terms, the wiles
Of perjured treachery. -- 9
In the final scene,Mary's greatness returns in full strength
Though Paulet strips her chamber of its canopy and other signs
of her position, though Cecil has sent Davison with the warrant,
and though the cruel Huntingdon is one of those who must ex-
ecute it, she rises to majesty and exults that she will die a
martyr for her faith. She blesses her servants and exits triumph-1
8. Ibid. , IV i, p.106
9.
I
bid. ,V iv,p.l31
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Bear witness all*. Tell it throughout the world,
But chiefly to my family in France,
That I die firmly in their holy faith 1.
And you, ye ministers From England 1 s queen*.
Tell her, she hath my pardon; and relate,
That, with my dying breath, I do beseech
Her hindness to my servants; and request
Safe conduct for them into France; that done
I've naught to ask, but that my poor remains
May be bestowed in Lorrain,or in France,
Where I may hope for pious obsequies;
For here the tombs of my progenitors
Are all profaned -- Remember my requests'. --
Now lead me on triumph, till I gain
Immortal joys, and an immortal reign. 10
Bradley and Cooper
Two ladies,Miss Katherine Bradley and Miss Elizabeth
Cooper , united under the pseudonym of Michael Field to try their
hand at a drama about Mary Stuart .Though this drama has never
gained any wide recognition, there is about it a certain fresh-
ness and the lightness of touch which the more solemn dramas
1
lack
.
To begin with all of the scenes are handled from a novel
view point.lt would almost seem as though the ladies were a-
ware of how many times Mary had been interpreted for the stage
in the same pattern of scenes and settings .Secondly their
10. Ibid.,V iv, p.131
1. Written b.1350
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attitude toward Mary herself is quite different from most. with-
out losing sight of the serious tragedy of her life, they are
able to see Mary as a light- spirited young girl and make her
react as such.
The play opens on the night of Rizzio's murder, hut this
time it is viewed from Bothwell s appartment .Be hears the noises
hut will not become involved in a palace brawl. from the first
it is clear that he desires Mary and as soon as he learns what
has happened he plans a rescue. His desire for Mary , however, is
not love but a combination of urge to power and physical pas-
2
sion
.
Damley' s character is next revealed. He is a poor young
boy , frightened and bewildered at the course which his col-
leau^es 1 plots have taken. He too was led on by a desire for
power. do again we have Mary surrounded by foes and aided by men
who are as much a hindrance to her cause.
But Mary is a girl with much courage and ingenuity .Bhe
does not wait to be rescued. Instead she wins barnley back to
her side and uses his position to effect and escape through
the vaults. She is also impatient and ot spoken; she wastes no
time being kind to Damley once they have escaped. He rode
hastily to their destination, leaving her to follow with ser-
vants and she does not conceal her scorn.
An especially interesting view of Mary is given in the next
2 .^radley, Katherine, & Copper, Elizabeth, The Tragic Mary , I i
v
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scene.lt is the morning after the escape and she dismounts in
the courtyard of the stronghold, surrounded hy her faithful
lords .Bothwell regrets that he, as host, has only coarse food to
offer.But Mary’s heart is gay. She orders the food brought and
sets about preparing and cooking it herself. She laughs and chats
3
with Bothwell as they plan to attack the rebel lords.
When it becomes necessary she shows that she can submit to
policy rather than fight. Once more reinstated on her throne,
she must hold Darnley.And so Mary is undeniably sweet , kind, and
loving.lt may be that there is some love still alive for him;
andi it must be that there is some pity. Bet the larger part of
her attitude is recognition of what she must do and simple,
direct effort to do it.The goal which makes this possible is
Lethington’ s promise to make her Q,ueen of England.Mary would go
through anything for this.
And yet all these fine qualities are oxice again wasted. She
is once more dragged down by her lack of emotional control.
Bothwell confesses that his real love is his wife, Jane 3-ordon,
but his desire for power will cast her aside for Mary. So he
seizes the queen and carries her off. She protests bitterly and
hates him for what he has done. Her lords set out to rescue her
and suddenly , without warning,Mary begins to love Bothwell.
'Whether she is enamored of the romantic lature of her position,
or captured by his physical mastery, or loses control for any
3
.
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one of' a number of reasons, it would be hard to say. but by the
time that Bothwell is defeated at Carberry Kill Mary has thrown
away all reason and loves him madly. She justifies all that he
has done and unwittingly consigns herself to defeat by swearing!
to stick by him forever.
Altogether the characters give the impression of being
young moderns .Perhaps in this very freshness of the play lies
the reason why it never reached prominence .They are solight
and romantic in nature that it becomes difficult to accept the
serious undertones . It is hard to comprehend the depth of the
tragedy in Mary's nature. The attitude of the play, in short,
borders too closely on a smart brilliance like the Noel Coward
j
school to be successful as the tragedy it professes to be.
Alfieri
Alfieri is the second playwright who comes close to the a0e
in which his characters lived. But he is unlike the first, Banks,
because he was neither bound by any loyalty to England nor
influenced by England' s view of Mary's story .Therefore Alfieri
is supposedly making a free choice when he piand the pattern
for his play. Oddly enough it follows the pattern of most of
those which defend Mary; it damns Elizabeth and her agents.
Mary is first presented discussing Rizzio' s death with Mo-
.ray. The latter begs her to forgive Darnley and reinstate him as
husband and king.Mary protests that it was he who first de-
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stroyed the relationship but she is ready to take it up again
for the Oood of her kingdom and for the protection of her son* s
claims. She laments that Darnley married her not to return her
love but merely to ^ain the throne.So here is another drama
which presents Mary as the kind and noble lady held back by un-
worthy relations, in this case Darnley more than any of the
others
.
The Duke of Ormond, representing Elizabeth, is extremely
tricky and vicious.He first declares smoothly to Mary that Slizj
abeth wishes a reconciliation in the Scottish royal family. The
name of Prince James and his right to her English throne must
be utterly unimpeachable .Mary and Bothwell reply to him that
everything possible is being done and that the reli0ious toler-
ance he prayed for so long has been a definite part of royal
policy .Actually Many knows that Elizabeth seeks the opposite
of what the ambassador requests.He and other English agents
stir up religious unrest; and they plant seeds of dissatisfactioij
in the suspicious mind of Lord Darnley.
Moray too works against Mary with a radical Protestantism
which is firmly convinced that Mary and her church must go. To-
gether with the English he provides the force against which
Mary must fight.And the opposition is brought together in one
focal point in the person of Lord Darnley. Thus the actual pat-
tern of the play is the struggle of the opponents for the favor
of Lord Darnley .And Lord Darnley is, one must confess, far from
worthy of their great efforts; they must descend to the petti-
•*
.
.
t 4
ness of personal glory and power to tempt him.
Mary's side of' the struggle is featured and through this
her character is portrayed.Unfortunately she loves her husband
with an unconquerable love. Short of resigning him her very
throne or the rights of their son she is willing to give him
anything for a return of that love .And so it is that she wins
the first encounter . Infinitely patient with his sulking and
more than generous in yielding to his demands, she insists that
she has always loved him and gains a promise that he will suay
in Scotland.
Sympathy for the queen is increased very rapidly in the
next few scenes. Still unsatisfied, the ungrateful Darnley seeks
out Ormond to see what offer he will make.This rascal promtply
suggests that Darnley must take his young son and go into Eng-
landjtheir Darnley will be treated as gardian of the heir to the
throne.The poor fool believes in the plan and threatens to
carry it through; he dreams of a high -0osition in the English
court.But when Bothwell comes to tell him that the plot is
known and that Mary begs him to give it up, Darnley curses them
all and bewails his sad fate. They are all against him, but since
Mary has promised the most he will stay with her.
Such is his attitude when Ormond returns to learn of his
decision.Full of righteous nobility he claims that he must
stand by his wife as a king should.Ke threatens Ormond and
boldly orders him to go. Derisively the Englishman informs him
that the whole plan was arranged by Mary to test Darnley'
s
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loyalty. Now he is thoroughly angry.
Mary's second attempt to win Darnley is not at all success-
ful. It would seem as though the opposition hadwwon. Despite
great calm and amazing forgiveness in the face of what Darnley
has done, she can do nothing with him.He prefers to remain the
hurt and injured boyjhe prefers to believe Ormond's devilish
explanation. So Mary is trapped.There is one thing more import-
ant than Henry Stuart and that i is Prince James.Above everything
else, he must be protected. To prevent the headstrong Darnley
from leaving Scotland she at last consents to restraining him
under guard.
All All forces seem to the poor queen to be gathering themselve^
in a storm against her.Moray returns to direct attack, demanding
the release of the guard around the king. He gazes at Mary and
describes her future course to the executioner in England.Mary
is dreadfully upset and cries out for some one to release
Darnley.This storm must be held back. Suddenly there is a ^reat
sound of explosion. The storm has broken;a messenger announces
that King Henry was killed in the blast. For Mary this is the
end. The reasonable explanation suggests that Darnley committed
suicide .Moray slyly amends it to murder by Bothwell.In either
case it means much doubt and the beginning of the downhill
fight
.
In this play,3,s in that by Miss Bradley and Miss Cooper,
there is little direct speech or auction that reveals the char-
acter of Mary.Alfieri especially makes it difficult to deter-
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mine the cause of Mary’s downfall. In fact he does not even say
directly that she does fall. There is only the ugly prophecy
of Moray and Mary’s great distress upon hearing it. Obviously
the cause of her trouble is the weak and lustful darnley,but
is one to believe that actually it is a weakness in Mary that
makes him such a thorn? If she had been able to f orego her love
for him, could she have withstood the storm?That point is a.
matter which might well be interpreted either way. One thing is
clear; Alfieri intends that his Mary shall be on the whole a
great figure, a royal person with a royal nature, who deserves
to win much more than she does. One clue to this is given in the
reaction one has to the speech by Moray:
Mary, who with her foreign milk, imbibed
As at a fountain inexhaustible
Foreign delusions;
Mary, who unites,
For Scotland’s ruin, in her youthful breast
The persecuting principles of Rome
With the soft manners of effeminate France. 1
What he says of her is essentially true and he as a Prot-
estant is perfectly sincere in saying it .But one resents his
attitude and silently condemns him for opposing her. Such a re-
action can mean only that Mary has proved herself to be £he
sort of character who does not deserve to be treated so harsh-
ly-
1 .Alfieri , Vittorio, Three Tragedies ; Maria Stuarda , II i,pp.l7b“7^
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Franklin
Thomas Franklin s Mary queen of Jcots comes nearer than any!
1
other drams, to a borderline presentation of Mary's character.
True he admits and perhaps stresses her finer qualities; he
showshe r in scenes where she conducts herself with all of the
greatness of Anderson's heroine.Yet he also represents the jus-'
tice on the opposing side;he is careful to portray a fair pic- !
ture of Elizabeth.Uni ike Banks' queeens , who are both trapped
by a situation beyond their control, the principles in this
drama strive to mould events to their own purposes; each takes
a hand in the action .And Franklin is apparently determined that
each shall be given a fair trial; he is a judge , balancing the
virtues of each against her faults .Therefore , one feels that his
Mary can be a fine person but that she can also descend to
trickery and deceit .There is some doubt about her 0uilt,her
skirts are not quiet clean of the Machiavellian procedure that
carries forth the action .And a part of the reason for her fall
is lier own falseness , not a tragic weakness in a 0reat character,
but a deliberate use of plots and underhand dealings to win her
end.
As the curtain rises Davison is praising Cecil for his
guidance of the state.They speak of Elizabeth's great love for
England and of the danger Mary constitutes for Elizabeth.As one
1. written c. 1837
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might expect , Norfolk interrupts them to declare his love for
Mary .He plans to sue for Mary's freedom.Learning that nothing
has been done along these lines, he hursts out with protestations
of patriotism and then with a declaration of Mary's superior
beauty and a determination to have the matter out in Council.
Cecil's warnings are futile.When he leaves, Norfolk Ooes
into conference with Ridolphi .They discuss plans for a Catholic
revolt in the North which will make Mary and Norfolk rulers of
England. The latter holds hack until he learns that this involves
the murder of Elizabeth; then he would withdraw completely .But
he finally admits that if even this must be,why,it must.He must
have Mary, and if Elizabeth will not grant her freedom then it
must be seized by means of this Ridolphi scheme.By this decision
Norfolk ha,s put Mary on the defensive; it will take a strong
character to convince the audience that such action is called
for.
The picture of Elizabeth in her council makes this more
difficult .She is an intelligent and wise queen. She is tolerant
to the point that overlooks a quarrel between Cecil and Norfolk.
And the playwright's attitude in this quarrel adds to the dohbt.
Norfolk cries out:
I am . . . Norfolk, the friend of injured majesty,
Beauty oppress 1 d, and innocence betray'd. 2
Cecil's reply carries as much weight and also a ring of truth:
Perdition on her charms'. They have involved
2. Franklin, Thomas, Mary gueen of Scots , II i,p.24
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One nation in perpetual discord.
And half destroy'd another. 3
Cecil reveals the Ridolphi plot to Elizabeth and she is
forced to admit that justice must 'he done; Norfolk must die. She
says nothing of Mary , however, and this suggests that she is
trying her best to be just and fair.
At first glimpse it would seem that Mary is to be the noble
queen to whom friends do more harm than good. She recalls her
life in France and is bitter at what the present has brought
her:
. . . There was a time, perhaps.
When youth's fair roses glow'd on Mary's cheek
With purple lustre; but the scythe of time,
Sharpen'd by sorrow to a keener edge,
Hath mow'd them down with unrelenting hand.
0, Emily ,what bitter waters flow'd
On me from that sweet fountain: henceforth never
Let a fond mother for her daughter wish
The charms of beauty; ' tis a fatal gift,
Parent of guilt, and pregnant with misfortune,
As I have known too well: a few short years
Did fickle fortune, like an autumn sun,
With dazzling lustre shine too bright upon me,
When gay Francis woo'd me to his arms
With ardent zeal , and* thought a noble kingdom
Too little for the purchase of my love. 4
Even here there is a suggestion of troubled conscience .But
she is not like Schiller's Mary; there is no sign of full admis-
sion followed by repentance .She brushes her doubt aside and
goes on to worry about Norfolk.His ardor and zeal will ruin him.
And when, in the midst of his promises for the future, he is
3 .Loc . ci u
.
4. Ibid. ,11 ii,p .30
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Iseized on the charge of treason,Mary is not at all surprised.
She admits that she feared as much and bids him farewell .Surely
this must convey only that she herself was at least aware of
the plot against Elizabeth.
One of the biggefet factors in the doubt of Mary’d innocence
is the credibility one feels he must give to the comments of her
enemies. In the dramas that have stoutly defended Mary these
comments were warped or twisted beyond belief by sympathy for
the Scottish queen.But first Cecil and now Leicester speaks
with a show of being right and what they sa,y does not help
Mary’s cause. Cecil has told Leicester that he has arranged a
meeting of the queens .Leicester is afr&id that it is not wise.
. . . Suppose
The Queen Elizabeth, o' ercorne by tears and feign’d submission,
(For well thou know’ st how smooth-tongued flattery bends
Her stubborn purpose ,) should relent , should grant
The long-requested freedom, and restore
The crown she lost. 5
Elizabeth arrives in time to prevent further discus si on, but
the ensuing conversation is sufficient to prove that Leicester
has cause to doubt this Mary .Another plot has been uncovered,
this time involving Throgmorton and Mendoza, the Spanish ambass-
ador. Is Mary directly involved?There is no attempt to deny it'.
She herself now comes on the scene and the two queens meet.
For a while they talk 'quietly and. all might be as Leicester
feared.But Elizabeth demands that Mary give up her throne as
5. Ibid. , III i, p.40-41
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the price of freedom.Mary hesitates and is about to yield
sensibly .Then without warning she explodes: such <3, thing is im-
possible; she will die Q,ueen of Scotland .Mow personal insults
fly furiously until Elizabeth can bear no more and orders Mary
to be led away to a stronger prison.Mary submits haughtily and
disdainfully
.
Still she continues to carry on her deceits .G-if ford repents
of his part in the Babington plot and confesses it to Cecil, now I
Lord Burleigh.No judgment is ma&ejFranklin does not say that
Mary was "framed" by Walsingham and Cecil in this ca.se. He ad-
mits of their conniving, their spying, and their planning.But he
also leads one to believe there was cause to spy and that Mary
let herself into their trap. Of course, this last attempt on the
queen is too much.Mary must at least submit to trial.
She has seemed perhaps guilty .When Cecil confronts her with
the order for trial one is convinced of her complete innocence.
She refuses to recognize the jurisdiction Df the court and yield
only when he points out that the world will feel a sense of
guilt held her back. He and his party promise her a fair trial
3
and her reply suggests a cleg.r conscience:
I trust that it WILL not be [an unfair trials : but
remember, sirs
,
Mine is a cause that must be heard hereafter,
In distant realms, and on a wider stage:
The world is larger than this little knigdom;
They may acquit the guilty, may reverse
four judgement , and the sentence tint condemns
ME character, may sacrifice your OWN. 6
C
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The trial over,Mary has been found guilty and the council
is trying to convince Elizabeth that she must sign a death
warrant. She dodges and protests even though they tell her that
England is being invaded by France, Spain, and Scotland at that
very minute .That , she claims, is no reason to slay Mary in a
moment of panic.And she remains adamant until Cecil offers to
resign, saying that he can no longer advi er if she will ne-
glect her state to such a degree. The removal of his needed aid
causes- her to agree to their demands. She confesses to Cecil that
she earnestly desires to be proud before history and so would
call Davison back. Cecil says that to go through with this
execution is the only way to gain her wish.But as the scene
fades on Elizabeth , she is sad and fearful of the future.
bethought the furious Mary stood before me, fin a dream]
In bloody robes array'd, and pale with wrath. *”
Sudden she snatched the sceptre from my hand,
And gave it to a low' ring, peevish boy.
Behold', she cried,how Darnley's hapless race
Rise to revenge the murther of his queen.
This future curse of thy devoted land,
Ordain'd by fate to scourge 8. guilty people,
Shall rule thy kingdom with an iron rod:
Ne'er sijall thy ..retched subjects find repose,
Or England flourish whist a Stuart reigns. 7
As her speech dies away the lights come up on Mary .A quiet,
dignified, and courageous Mary who faces death as a Catholic
martyr and a woman wronged. Sympathy of the playwright has been
whole heartedly given her at lafet.Mary has an excellent char-
acter in some respects and one is inclined to whisper an amen
7 .Ibid. ,V i,p,84
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to her farewell
All gracious heaven 1.
Have I then lived to hear my foes confess,
That perseverance in thy righteous cause,
Is Mary' s worst of crimes? it is enough:
Of earthly crowns I take my glad farewell,*
A nobler kingdom , and a brighter crown
Await on Scotland's queen; for I shall die
A blessed martyr to the faith I love. 3
The speech has a note of sincerity which cannot be over-
looked.But the last words of Elizabeth echo through it, suggest-
ing that Mary had played the game as viciously as her foes, so
does not deserve the full approbation that her own speech
demands
.
8. Ibid
.
,V i ,p .90
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Plays Unfavorable to Mary
Bjorns on
As has been said, the following plays are not directly "un-
favorable" to Mary Stuart of themselves .But in contrast with
the portraits of men like Anderson,Masefield, and Drinkwater,
they become such.All of them admit of Mary' s guilt flatly, with-
out the vagueness of Franklin, and proceed to build their pic-
ture from this point .They are here arranged in an ascending
order from those which are most kind to Mary to the last, which
utters the strongest condemnation of the group.
Bj^rnstjerne Bj^rnson ’ s drama had many fine qualities. As
1
Brandes points out, it was successful on the Scandinavian stage
and maintains a logical dramatic action.But it is also, he says,
a psychological study: each of the characters is a psychologist
who takes the rest apart to analyze them. Jnfortunately the one
character who is not thoroughly analyzed in this fashion is
Mary herself .She remains cold and undeveloped to the very end.
For this reason one must interpret her nature in this play from
a mass of aajectives which are hurled about her but never quite
seem to touch her. Since the main theme is the development of
Protestantism with the final triumph going to John Knox, the
tendency is away from Mary rather than toward her.
This theme is clear in the first scene, a dance at Holyrood,
|
where certain of the Presbyterian guests stand to one side and
1 . brandes
,
decree
,
Ibsen and B,;/rnson
, pp . 144-46
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frown at the gaiety and frivolity .These men threaten tragedy
for Rizzio and try to persua.de Darnley to join their enterprise]
But for the time being he is enthralled by Mary's beauty so will
not listen.Alone with her, he pleads for a renewal of her love.
She denies his request as impossible and he retorts: "you are of
p
the 3-uises' family, -- splendent as a diamond and also as hard.'
’When even this proves futile, he threatens her then demands the
removal of the hated Rizzio. She mocks his jealousy , "My 3-odi. I
3
have come to Scotland for something else than to -- love'. 11 So
this is to be Mary , cold, hard, and determined to put up with
nothing that displeases her. She leaves Darnley in an agony of
jealousy , crying:
. . . but it foretold that everybody who loves you will
have to pay therefore with his life. . . . Oh, Many — No,
snake in woman- slough, evil plays in a cascade which draws
people to their death and laughs giddily over them, -- I
shall nevertheless find the net which catches you, and the
horror which conquers you; I shall nevertheless live to see
the day when I cause ,9c
sphinx, -- weep blood 1. 4
This is, of course, torn from him in anguish; but people do
not waste words in a drama and it re-echoes as events shape
themselves toward Mary's fall. Darnley himself twists and sub-
mits alternately under her spell.At the moment he is determined
that he must destroy Rizzio to prove himself a man.Lethington
enters to Darnley while he is still in this mood, realizes his
2.B jszfrnson,Bjorns t j erne, aria Stuart , I ii,p.l3
3 Ibid. , I ii,p.l8
4
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excellent opportunity and begins to turn t^l latter' s child-
ishness into resolve to join the plot. It is the only way, says
Lethington, to win Mary's love again.Darnley must show himself
5
master, for, “Her defying nature loves only him whom she fears.
"
While Darnley hesitates, Lethington repeats stories of Mary and
Rizzio which drive the king into consenting.
So the plotting and counter-plotting go on.Robert Stuart
warns Rizzio , Lethington bribes Rizzio to speak for Moray, and
Lethington plots with Morton.At last Rizzio finds himself alone
with Mary.He confesses that he is more frightened than any one
knows. She in turn wonders why he has been so faithful, why he
has not fled. In spite of what Lethington has said, there has beer
nothing between them as he now admits his love for the first
time. The second lover flings everything at her feet, and again
she laughs and is cold.His reproof sounds strangely like a
speech by Darnley:
There is something cruel in your heart; it is not the
first time I he.ve seen it'. 6
You are without limit or regard; it pleases you to see
me consumed by the most powerful passion, -- for 1 have one'.
-- it is that which has inflamed me and it will inflame me -
to the greatest deeds in your service so long as it burns
to the last spark, -- after that I am nothing. 7
He goes out; then Mary speaks in her own behalf. She has sus-
pected David's love for some time. She needs, she claims, protect
5. Ibid., I iii,p.29
6.Ibid.,I ix,p.57
7. Ibid., I ix,p.5S
-*
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tion.Perhaps Darnley can be inveigled into helping her. Lord
Robert Stuart is sent to find him.Mary has seemed so cold and
yet enchanting; and now apparently the siren has a soul.
Didn' t I think so?£that David loved me] He also was
lurking for a feeble ...oment'.He also my secret enemy '. Can’
t
I find any one in the whole world, whom I can rely upon?
* (The great dread which so suddenly seizes me, does that
prophecy that it will have a bad ending? -- res, it will ) J/r
They that come to serve me intend to rob me l
,
they that love
me are worse to me than they that hate .me'. I feel as if torrp
to pieces and can’t compose myself .Oh, you- Virgin Mary, who
always are praying for me '.You that gave me name, you the
woman's eternal symbol, shine forth glorifying me; for there
is nobody who helps me'. (The husband I selected is alter-
nately a child and a jealoto tyrant; my own brother turned
rebel, and against my council I have to protect myself as
against a snake with which I am locked in the same room.)
Oh, I need protection*. I have a need, a longing,but I do not
know where I dare to-go.The silent
,
patient Rizzio also'. --
Darnley, you are nevertheless more faithful in your way- than I
all the others, -- and you are so young*. I was too strict
before, I shall set it all right again. . . . Darnley loves,
and one in love can do everything. 8
let she has not finished her speech before one is puzzled;
one so sadly in need of strength and protection could scarcely
rally so quickly to plan her attack on Darnley in order to win
him. It is more than difficult to accept Mary as the helpless
though noble queen.But there is some appeal in what she said,
some response which brings one a little nearer to her.
But Darnley has taken matters into his own hands;he has
gone riding into the night and cannot be found.Mary faces this
set-back calmly. She has called for protection but now she seems
capable of winning for herself .There is nothing in her but steel
3 .'^Sections in parentheses may be omitted in production.Note of B.
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strength when she says:
Where I am placed I musjr work; what comes from the cir-
cumstances,! must put up with'. I possess youth and str n0th,
I have great designs and powerful allies', My life will soon
enter into the high council of mighty acts; the trifling
which torments me will then cease of itself'. 9
Bj^rnson imagines the plot against Rizzio on a rather high
plane. John Knox is included a ong the party , though he refuses
to come directly and warns them to proceed only if Sod' s pur-
pose is pure in them.Ruthven,Moray ,and the others are at last
sure that such is the case when they leave Knox to carry out
their plan. The first two especially are lifted up by religious
zeal
.
Darnley is the first to enter Mary' s quarters where he
finds a gay little party
,
jest in0 and singing.He is apparently a
little drunk; therefore Mary excuses herself and would go when
he "begins to make love to her.But her husband will not stand for
this; he holds her closely in his arms.Then the conspirators en-
ter. Lord Robert Stuart and Arthur Erskine spring to the Queen's
defense. She holds the entire band away for some time with scorn-
ful taunts and lashing curses .Ruthven is the boldest of the
lords and so advances toward Rizzio .Darnley wavers between Mary'
appeals and his fellows' commands but at la.st manages to hold
Mary fpr a time.As the lords drag Rizzio away, he tries to jus-
tify himself to Mary because of his great love.But Mary does
not hear ; overcome by rage and grief, she has fainted. She is still
9
•
ibid. , I xii,p.53
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too weak to control her thoughts when the group moves off to
prepare defense against the loyal lords who are coming to res-
cue M
Darnley believes that he has recovered his strength; he com-
mands Mary to submit to him. She orders him out and he goes, baf-
fled.Has Lethington misled him and is his experiment a terrible
failure?Suddenly the rebels returned in a state of much anxiety.
The citizens are aroused and clamoring for Mary .Morton would
ill her at once but Lindsay intercedes , crying that religion
will justify the murder of Rizzio.The lords light among them-
selves. In such a position ther is nothing but pity for Mary.
Whatever she had done, it was nothing to deserve this. The fear
in her voice is genuine when she begs them to stop.
Oh, why did I come to this country? I do not understand
you, I am afraid of you; let me go home again’. Oh, when I saw
Scotland’s shores in fog and cold I was standing freezing
on a wet deck; then I felt something tingle as fire through
my breast, and now I feel it again. Ob, let me go home to
France again’. Oh,how awful it is here'. I rode into your dark,
heavy city, you came in long processions with biblical draw-
ings above your heads , drawings of only murder and fire; you
were sawing away on instruments without, you sang dreary
psalms, -- oh, let me go home to France '.There is sun a0ain
in France, there is pity for a woman, there is quiet regard
and respect for the laws, and there is kindness toward him
that is . deserted, and there is my family and there were the
days of my childhood; oh let me go home again to France. 10
dlimpses like this almost reveal Mary'
s
character. In times
when she is troubled she drops the bold courage and the cold
carelessness ; she exposes the reasons why she has become the kind
of woman that can love when lovers are destroyed by their
10. Ibid. , II xv, pp. 114-115
*.
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passion for her. Then she suddenly replaces the mask, resumes her
cruel , calculated path and one wonders if this can he the same
woman. Does she really feel all this that she tries to conceal
or os it merely a pose to further the schemes that she devises
when she is calm?
Once again she regains composure almost too quickly as Mo-
ray enters and commands control and order .Instantly she plans
to make use of the brother she banished.Bothwell has sent
through a message promising three thousand men in three days
so she feels power in her hands again. She and Darnley will go
to Dunbar for a three month rest while Moray rules in her name.
The allotted time pases and the king and queen return to
Edinburgh. Darnley goes on ahead of' Mary and seeks out Knox to
beg for the comfort he is now unable to find in his own church.
As Knox. talks in his cold way , Darnley gains momentary strength.
Perhaps here at last he has found himself .But if Darnley is
strong,Mary is triumphant .The citizens shout for her along the
crowded streets .There is no fear, no hatred of Scotland in the
woman who rides with the new prince and cries to the people:
Sod once more wished to manifest our enemies* destruc-
tion, that our right is from Him, and that He Himself watches
over us. Therefore has He also in times of danger gracious-
ly presented us with an heir, -- whose youth I trust you
with, Scottish men*. -- . . . 11
But the following scene begins as though she had learned
a softer way of dealing.She sends for John Knox and does her
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ftest to come to an understanding with him.There is much for-
bearance in the woman who seeks to convince him of the value
of religious tolerance .Unfortunately she was striving with the
wrong man.He could not be moved by mountains ; and she is far
less patient than a mountain.lt is the old Imperious Mary who
orders him out and cries for protection and safety.
The arrival of Bothwell from victorious frontier battles
leads to still another view of Mary 1 s character .All this re-
ligion and statecraft is a lot of fuss to him.
Let therefore these matters take care of themselves ; be
a huma,n being, woman, youth, queen ’.The world anyway has other
tunes than psalms and other places than graves'. -- Come, I
will take you by the hand and lead you to the dance'. Or to
the tumult of battle on the foaming steed'. Take the wreath
of life and put it on your luxurious hair, you are more
charming than the fairy of the forest , take, as she, nature
into your possession, while it still has fragrance; -- fall
will come soon enough'. 12
Excellent advice in some cases, but hardly for a queen with
a, kingdom to rule.Yet Mary, who hs.s called for protect ion, Mary
,
who can laugh at passionate declarations of love , thrills : “Yes
take me out to the longings of my spring'.Before one dies, one
13
must live anyway'." So once again barnley is left in despair
3-s Mary and Bothwell sweep out to the feast.lt takes the cold
dash of Knox' s dispassionate comfort to recall his strength.
The love affair between Bothwell and the queen comes into
full being now at the end of a hunt in the forest .Letliington
12 .
I
bid . ,111 vi, p. 163
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»
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sees them embrace and informs Bothwell that the entire nobility
is with them; they must join together at once to destroy Dam-
ley. 3o the underplots go on.Bothwell , says Lethington, is a poor
one to follow.He will drag Mary down with him.All but Moray,
however, love the queen .Nevertheless , she must fall if Lethington
and Moray are to rule. In the meantime, she has pardonned Morton,
and he is working to gain control for himself. Of all this Mary
and Bothwell know only that Damley will soon be out of their
fo'T
way .For it is clear that Mary is fully implicated in the plans
^
his murder.her character is almost disclosed once more, perhaps
this time most truthfully,when Moray replies to Lethington 1 s
worries because she must fall with Bothwell.
You do not know the queen*. She does not mind either
designs or persons; for she has no devotion. She accepts our
work, our love, our sacrifice to death, -- the next day she
is free ’.The ties that bind her, she does not know; that which
might be ties, she denies .G-old, goods she gives not from
gratitude , for that she does not have , but in purchase toward
getting rid of dependence
,
to feel herself without obi iga'*4
tions.On the other hand she calls home her worst enemy, yes,
works with him as if nothing had happened. See , for instance,
Morton’.The fact is, she neither loves nor hates longer than
a moment.When a being has such power, the situation is un-
bearable; plans and persons change;one never knows what the
next day will bring.The whole country is a camp where every
man sleeps with his sword s.t his side
,
expecting alarm 1. -- l4
Mary’s actions bear out the truth of Moray's charge .She, who
once loved Darnley madly, who only a short time before planned
to work with him, now prepares for his death. Darnley lies ill
and miserable but the poor fool is thrilled when Mary is an-
nounced. She has been exposed by her brother, by Rizzio,and by
14. Ibid. , IV iv,pp. 182-133
-r
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Darnley himself for a changeable,heartless woman but she has
one strength: a strange , mysterious charm that never quite 0ets
across to the audience though it holds the other characters
spellbound. Jarnley shows himself to be aware of this:
Yes, it is she, it is Mary who does not forget me ‘.Kindle
the light, many light s'. She, the horrible, the beautiful, who is
taking my life , comes, she -- the fierythat consumes while
she warms’. Oh, make light there, draw the curtains ’.Have you
not incense?Throw smelling water, place torches in front of
the house 1. 15
He is aware of it until she comes; then he can think of nothing
!J
but Mary and his love for her.
Are you there?Beautiful , harmonious as the music by whidf.
you were borne hither, festively dressed and in high spirits^
beneficial ,when you are present, but producing the anguish
of love when you go. 1
6
This appeal is too great even for Mary. She shows the softer;
side of her nature in a brief moment of weeping. Soon, however,
she regains her calm quiet. She raises darniey to seventh heaven
by granting complete forgiveness .Then she can walk serenely
from the room knowing that «he is shortly to be murdered.
Throughout the rest of the play it is this Mary who is
present .Bothwell abducts her and she curses him; he prepares to
fight her nobles and she remains coldly indiff erent ;he loses
and she does not care. Yet there is still the magic charm. Though
she will not join the man she professes to love, he turns to her
and is fascinated.
15 * Ibid. , IV iv,p.l89
16 .Ibid., IV vi, p.189
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-- But bow "beautiful you are
,
standing there in
your defiance, unfathomable*. . oh, Mary, for the last
time the star of your life twinkles again in me, the re
whistles still a fair wind by -- reach me your hand for a
stormy trip after the fortune*. 17
Her response is nothing but frozen calm. Only a determination
that she herself will fight to the end, admits of any spirit in
her soul .And when Bothwell has fallen and the lords have reached
Mary, she sweeps them before her with thanks for their loyal
rescue.Her power might have carried it through, but for Moray
and John Knox whom she cannot charm. So the play closes with a
triumphant hymn led by Knox .And the lafet scene of Mary is one
in which she stares wildly from her prison and screams at the
citizens to rescue their queen. One is still doubtful as to
whether she deserved such a fate or whether she has been dragged,
down by treachery or deceit.
Montchrestien
La Reine d* Bscosse was written by M.Montchrestien very ne&v
to Mary’s own time. In form, however, it is closer to the play by
Masefield than to banks' or Alfieri* s , which come nearer to be-
ing its contemporaries .Montchrestien* s drama is arranged some-
what as a pageant ,with the main characters delivering long,
poetic discourses or conversing more with chorus or spiritual
characters than with the other personages of the drama. The first,
two acts are devoted to Elizabeth or the Heine d* Angleterre , as
17 .Ibid., IV viii, p.190
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she is always called.The last three are wholly Mary 1 s . Indeed,
these last three acts are a complete vindication of' her char-
acter; she is wholeheartedly praised and mourned.Montchrestien
has heen as careful as Franklin to present the inner beings of
both his queens. let the final attitude toward Mary cannot quite
erase the impression of the first two actsjMary must again s
stand a doubtful person, who is striving at the end to redeem
her sins.
Elizabeth is the first to speak and she addresses her re-
marks to a counsellor, apparently Cecil. 3he bewails the diffi-
culties of being a ruler. She must face France , Spain, and so many
other problems that she scarcely knows what to do.Her royal
prisoner,Mary Stuart, presents an especially difficult problem;
Mary -- so completely beautiful and such a vile schemer. She
cannot believe that this is true.After all Mary's position is
unpleasant out Elizabeth does her best for her.Surely it can-
not be that Mary does not realize this?
Qu'une beautfe Royale est de mauvaise garde
.
Q,uoy que sa prison l’ennuyeuse longeur
Peust un iuste courroux allumer en son coeur;
Par mon doux traitement elle devoit l’esteindre,
Se plaignant en son mal de ne s'en pouvoir plaindre
.
Mais I'on m' a rapporte qu'en ce dernier effort
Elle brigue mon Sceptre, et minute ma mort.
Seoit-ce done 1* amour, Arne ihgrate et legere,
,ju.e me iuroit sans fin ta bouche mensongere? 1
Her counsellor is disgusted with her blindness .All this is
true, he insists. She must realize that all the crowned heads of
1 .Montchrestien,Antoine de,La Reine d* Escosse
, I , pc .4-5
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Europe are jealous of her and await her downfall .Elizabeth
knows that as she knows of Mary’s falseness .But she wants to
believe in Mary’ s beauty and charm. She will wait longer.
A chorus of her people beg her to beware, to destroy this
fatal Mary .Will she wa.it until the armed forces of Spain, France,
and Scotland are on her very shores?Tortu.red,Elizabeth cries
again her pitiful feelings for Mary:
0 coeur inhumain pour si douce beautfe,
Puis que tu peux couuer tant de desloyaut4,
D 1 enuie et de despit de fureur et dVaudace,
Pcurquoy tant de doucer fais~tu lire en ta face?
Tes yeux qui tous coeurs prennent k leurs a.ppas,
Sans en estre troublez, verront-ils- mon trespas?
Ges beaux Astres luisans au ciel de ton visage,
De rna funestre mort seron£-ils le presage? 2
From this anguish, an anger at Mary for being so despicable
and causing her all this torture , seizes Elizabeth. She becomes
indignant at her own weakness and agrees that Mary must die.
But not yet.
The next scenes carry out the plan of Elizabeth' s counsellor
She has at last signed the warrant which Davison now bears to
Mary .He fears that Elizabeth will not hold fast to her agree-
ment so that he will be in difficulty for having executed the
the warrant.He comes in to Mary, who is recounting the story of
her life to a chorus. She finds herself the victim of many plots
and deceits which have led her to this sad place in life.But
despite them all she is hopeful of regaining the throne that is
2 .Ibid., I pp.6-7

hers.For a woman to -he taken advantage of as iViary claims she
has would mean that she was a weak and helpless person.But Mary
immediately proves that she is, on the contrary , very strong.That
is why it becomes impossible to offer her the sympathy that her
tale of woe would demand. Davis on reads the warrant to her; one
would suppose her to be reduced to tears . Instead she rejoices
triumphantly that she will rise to heaven. This is not after
a storm of weeping at the prospect of death; it is an instant
reactlon.lt must have called for strength and conviction of
character that could never have fallen because of outside in-
flueneces as Mary says she has.
Her srength increases as she prepares for her death.A chorus
joins her joyousness and together they rise to poetic passages
of the glories of heaven and all that it will hold for Mary.
This dies away in the mourning of the servants as Mary goes to
her execution. Then a messenger comes in to inform them that it
is overjMary is now dead. He describes the scene of the executior.
minutely, the black- shrouded scaffold, the deep feeling of the on-
lookers, and especially the bravery and courage of Mary* In her
death she was magnificent ; she was noble , majestic , the queen and
the humble but joyous martyr. This scene is the lafet and is full
of praise of her character.But its very strength is what makes
Elizabeth 1 s earlier accusations clear. For none could doubt the
Englishwoman 1 s sincerity ; she really dreaded to carry out the
execution of her rival.That sincerity added to Mary's confid-
ence and power lead one to believe that the latter could not
-1
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have sat quietly in prison wishing to he free. If the opportunity
to act were present, she would, seize it.And in her own way; such
pride would never accept Elizabeth' s way out of the situation.
Moncrief
f
W.D. Scott Moncrieff first wrote his play about Mary Stuart
under the title Mary ->ueen of Scots and published it anonymously
.
Later he decided to polish it and make a few changes .When this
was done the play was issued under his name with the title: The
1
Abdication or Time Tries All . The second play was probably the
one the author preferred.lt is if anything too polished in its
verse but somewhat smoother dramatically than the first .However,
since there is no real change in the character of Mary, the first
version will be used here with references to the changes wherever
this may seem necessary.
This time it is the Scotch seenes from Mary's life which
interest the playwright .He opens his drama with a dialogue be-
tween two of Mary's subjects. The citizens are a bit annoyed at
the harshness of John Knox's religion; they resent the way that he
is forcing it upon them.And they have a great respect for their
queen. One of her subjects, John Douglas , says
:
. . . She' s a dueen
I well assure you, more than in name;
Her bearing spoke her character so well
That every motion told it, and her face,
1. Written c.1881

More fair than men looked for out of heaven,
Declared it to the skies.
But Mar self hardly bea.rs out his praise. She sits quiet-
ly with her ladies and curses Darnley softly .Rizzio had just
been murdered so Mary is in no mood to care whether she seems
a queen or a fishwife. She is listless and lacks interest in the
world; she is bitter and disillusioned with her friends .Until
Bothwell comes to lead her to council, she maintains this alti-
tude .Then as i^ary Beaton and Mary S ton remark to each other,
she brightens once more.
Moncrieff is determined that there shall be no false sym-
pathy lor Darnley in what is to come.His first appearance is
he in the midst of a group of merry , baudy .jokers, and he is
drunkest of the lot. He is hardly a figure to be proudly point-
ed to as the king of Scotland.
le shifts again to Mary .A Mary revived
by the tonic of Bothwell 1 s presence .They banter almost gaily
and it is clear that these two are falling in love. The Maries
return to tell how Knox spoiled the archery game that was in
progress .While they are laughing over this Darnley enters.He
is so completely surly and sullen that Mary takes her ladies
and departs. To pay her for that Darnley promptly departs him-
self with the intention of deliberately getting drunk in order
to forget the way in which Mary treats him.
While Mary and Bothwell fall more deeply in love, her
2 .Moncrieff
,
,7 .D.S
.
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servants, Joan and Simon Bas^iat^plan their marriage which the
queen hers&lf has promised to attend.This wedding is to Become
a part of Bothwell ' s plan.Mary confesses her love for him but
cannot bring herself to murder Darnley.At last she consents so
long as she is not involved in the affair.And Bothwell tells
her that the wedding of Joan and Simon will be her excuse for
leaving the king alone. So does the Mary whom Douglas praised
step down; so does the Mary who was to be pitied swing toward
the Mary whom the audienee can no longer griefs for. She had been
an object for much sympathy when she first cried out against
Darnley
:
I would to heaven my husband were a man
And that I were a woman -- nothing else,
No more or less -- with just enough of brains
To guide my heart with. I am tired of this --
This matching of my wits with bearded men --
This diamond cutting diamond -- this long strain --
This hardening of true Nature's loveliness.
I wish these lords would take- some other way,
And treat me less as if I were a King.
They little know how much a woman* s heart
Is in front of what her brains devise.
A word from them, if it were of the sort
That I so long for, would dissolve in tears
This hatred that's been bred in me so long.
I wish to live and love. I'd rather die
Than live and love not, nor be loved again.
But love to me must now be ever dark,
For all its brightness , like a star, has set. 3
The tone and feeling of this speech are those of a young
girl lost in all the difficulties of being queen. let were one
to consider the words and the meaning, Mary' s character wojild
be more fully seen.Even in her desps.ir there is that yearning
3
.
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.
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for love that will later cause her fall; even now she is sure
that emotion is paramount, MA woman's heart is in front of what
4
her orains devise"
.
The scene following Mary' s confession of love is more ugly
in the second play. It discloses Bothwell at home
,
preparing for
the murder of Darnley .Actually he has little more relish for
the deed but can see no other way .For Bothwell wants first, full
possession of Mary's body but he wants most the power and pos-
ition that are hers to grant.He goes so far as to admit that
he loves Jane Gordon more than Mary.There can be little regard
for a man who will descend so far to lift himself to a crown.
Mary descends a little with him when one begins to wonder how
she could love such a man.
As the wedding festivities roll forward Mary passes among
the guests, bowing and smiling gayly.Her heart is cold, however,
as she waits for Bothwell .Just as he is crossing the dance
floor to her a great explosion shakes the hall.Mary prays that
Darnley' s spirit will not haunt her.
As time goes on Mary begins to see that she must pay for
her crime .Rebellion is rising and, though Bothwell is thrilled,
she curses the siren powers that led her to this position. The
The battle draws nearer while Bothwell paces up and down, anxious
to start fighting
.
Mary cheers him and calms him with the quiet
confidence of her voice.Alone, she lets it fall , revealing the
4.Loc. cit.
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sadness she really feels. She is not aware that the citizens are
still her friends; that they believe Bothwell has fascinated her
as a snake might
.
This Mary, who started so high, steps down again before the
battle begins.The French ambassador, Du Croq, comes to beg pardon
for the rebel lords .Bothwell refuses and Mary does nothing to
take the power that he thus usurps. She could, at this point, re-
gain all that she has lost by wise and careful treatment with
these lords . Instead she chooses Bothwell' s way .Ana loses. Both-
well is slain in single combat with Lord Lindsay. Mary is taken
j
prisoner.
The full price of all that bhe has done is abdication.Mary
haughtily refuses to pay. The lords threaten to expose Darnley's
murder, so she triumphantly produces the bond that they signed
for this act. She has won for they seem beaten. On the contrary
they find themselves forced to play the game Mary' s way.They
produce the famous casket letters that she wrote to Bothwell.
At the sight of the casket Mary faints.When she recovers she
reaches for the pen and signs her name to the paper of abdica-
tion.She signs and wildly tosses her crown at the lords,
screaming curses and vengeance .This is the end.Mary hs.s fallen
to the very bottom.There is little sympathy and now pity for a
woman who has openly stepped downward, following a love that was
* The second of the plays withholds the actual death of Bothwell
until the end; it is then coupled with the letters to bring Mary
I
to her knees.
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unworthy of her position and who has then turned about to lay
the blame on the shoulders of those who took advantage of the i Jr
opportunity and brought her fall abrubtly to its end.
DePeyster
In the preface of his play , Mr.DePeyster lays all the blame
on the shoulders of the arch-villain Mora,y .Bothwell and Mary, he
declares to be sweet, innocent, and noble.But Bothwell is his
hero; the title of the play is Bothwell .Because he loved Mary,
she is classed with him in the preface. In the play itself, how-
ever, DePeyster shows little desire to exonerate her.His many
notes disclose a hearty disgust at Mary's action and a low
opinion of her character.lt is this that governs her portrait
in the actual scenes of the play .Bothwell is the fair-haired
boy and Mary the siren who lures him to his pitiful destruction.
Lady Keres and Mary Beaton open the play with a discussion
of Mary 1 s love for the wonderful Bothwell and her weariness of
Darnley.Lady Reres wastes no time in making the secret of Mary's
charm known.Not even for a minute must it be thought that Mary
is beautiful .These two women are Mary's friends and one of them
can say:
Many a village maid, in face and form --
The child of Nature' s far more beautiful
Than Mary
,
Queen, so peerless in men's eyes; --
But she's a queen, therefore a deity,
And, to defects , all , blinded by her rank,
Behold in her,Anayomene:
She' s not so lovely as report declares --
Although most lovable as all admit --
r $
.
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She is too tall, too vigorous in her port:
A full man' s heart is beating in her bosom;
And more than once she pray'd to be a man
With helm on head and girt with sword and dagg,
Astride a gallant steed like Eorder Chief:
let in her eye there' s such a demonaic light
Can kindle passion in a breast of ice,
And lure, as serpent fascinates a bird:-
We’ve seen her do it .Blazing into flame
Her heat could malt a lump of iron ore: ... 1
Surely a woman whose friends see a power of fascination can
scarcely be the innocent victim of a person like James Stuart.
From this introduction and all following scenes, DePeyster sees
Mary as an evil spirit who has lured his precious Bothwell from
the paths of good.
The Scottish lords who plan the murder of David Rizzio are
here a pack of wolves quarreling violently among themselves.
They enlist Darnley' s aid, as may be expected, on the grounds of
jealousy .When they attack,Mary strength ; she struggles feebly in
Darnley' s arms and weeps wildly. Only when Bothwell has rescued
her and she rests in his arms can she summon the spirit to curse
Darnley , swear revenge.How she reforms Bothwell that she Always
loved himjher marrlAge to Darnley was a political affair which,
she insists, was carried through for the sake of her kingdom.How
she regrets the marriage but maintains that:
The peace and stability of Scotland compelled me.
You were in exile; woe is me that I consented to do so'.
I was without friend to aid me. . . . Oh, my dear love, well
you know that it was not then in my power to make choice
of you,unless I would have been content, not only to have
my crown tom from me, but also to resign both our lives to
1 .DePeyster, John W
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glut the implacable malice of our foes. I never loved this
Darnley , and his ingratitude has made me hate him. . . . And
yet, my own dear Bothwell,my own dear life, I was, I am, I ever
shall be yours and only yours. 2
These a,re the words that might be said by an innocent vic-
tim of political foes, as the preface describes Mary.Perhaps one
is to believe that Mary thinks herself such, that she is unaware
of her fatal fascination, though subsequent events would suggest
not.j-ut the playwright does not believe it; again and a^ain he
interprets a failure in their plans or in her life as due to the
power of enchanting men, which she cannot or will not refrain
from using.
The murder of Darnley takes place shortly after the reunion
of Mary with Bothwell . Immediately the lords unite s.0ainst Both-
well now for one person must never hold too much power. In their
discussion Lething,ton makes a speech which is reminiscent of
Drinkwater 1 s theory:
Poor woman , I would pity her did she not stand between
us and our fortunes; but pity is too precious a co modity
to throw away. I admit she loves Bothwell with all the pass-
ionate ardor of her double nature. She comes by it honestly.
She has it from her father, the late kin0 ,who 0ave so many
noole sprouts to Scotland; and from a mother, the woman of
Lorraine, a 3-uise. . . . She is a born coquette;. ic bad, but
easily twisted around a subtle finder. 3
Drinkwater saw this as a capacity for 0reat love; here it is
interpreted as coquetry or somethirg even more emotionally un-
stable .
2. Ibid. ,111 i,p.31
3. Ibid. , IV i,p.4l
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Kary must have added to her lightness, a great indifference
or an unbelievable dullness.As the plans of her foes are spread
out, they disclose much disenssion among them.Kad she "been a-
wake it would have been the easiest thing in the world to play
these men against one another and thus destroy them all.Leth-
ington and Moray plan with Morton* s aid to ruin Bothwell and
Mary ,Lethington and Morton then to dispose of Moray, and Morton
alone to rid himself of Lethington and rule Scotland with Eliz-
abeth to bach him up .Moray’s private plans are not revealed.Mow
Bothwell may be forgiven for not realizing where his strength
lay; for Bothwell was clearly the man of action^force was his
only method.But , unless one is to credit Mary with stupidity or
indifference, it is impossible to see how she failed to employ
the deceits of the lords to guide them into weary struggle a-
mong themselves .Apparently DePeyster intended that it should, be i
not indifference but one form of stupidity or la&k of brilliance
5
^
as he puts it, a lack of good sense.
Blind to all the plotting,Mary and Bothwell proceed with
their plans.He arranges to divorce Jane Gordon and to carry
through the farce of kidnapping Mary so that they may be married
Sadly disappointed in their discovery that the lords are not
going to support this action as they promised,Mary and Bothwell
5. "Mary has almost invariably been credited with good sense. She
did not possess it; smartness she did.Y/henever she undertook
grand or efficient measures she fell below the occasion and
manifested no sense. '' DePeyster, John W
.
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return to Edinburgh for the marriage ceremony .The populo.ce does
not receive them well at all. The culmination of all these events
is a rebellion which finds the royal couple defending Borthwick
castle against the lords of Scotland. For the first time Mary
shows courage and spirit .Bothwell slips past the foe to seek
help outside ;Mary attempts to go with him hut he re fuses. So he
waits until he has safely passed the enemy lines and then, in
disguise , effects an escape and joins him on the moor.
Bothwell must have been very proud of a wife who would go
to such extremes to be with him.But there is still a battle to
be fought.Right at this crucial point,Mary’s power of enchant-
ment comes to the fore. She falls in love with Kirkaldy of
G-range and counts on him to defeat the lords .Therefore
,
she will
not let Bothwell fight; she still loves him and he is her hus-
band.They are defeated and Bothwell , broken and disgusted when
lie realizes why, walks out on Mary. Their story ends in defeat
because Bothwell can look at Mary and know that the words of
Blackadder,his captain, are true:
This Queen, for whom you’ve ventured life and soul,
Honors and lands, all thou hast heir'd and won,
This Mary Stuart is just such a de* il
As I have heard described by Master Knox.
She's taken with a sudden frenzy for this G-range,
And like a thunderstorm, that ’ s fierce but short,
Will damage do as big as autumn storm.
She 1 s kindled him with lightning of her eyes,
And-his responsive, flaming, flash to hers
With what belongs to you and no one else. 6
6 .DePeyster
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If one is to accept this Mary as innocent , then he must also
accept her as a foci and a scatterbrain.But Lady Re res' intro-
duction to Mary comes back with a strong implication that Mary
was fully aware of her power of fascination and that she used
it coldly , deliberately , to "lure, as a serpent fascinates a bird"
If such is the case then one must accept Mary as the cold,
heartless woman, who tried to use all men for her own gain, who
cast Darnley e,side when she needed Bothwell’s strength, who cast
Bothwell aside when Kirkaldy seemed a safer hope. Thus she be-
comes a completely unscrupulous lady whose trickery was outdone
only by the equally unscrupulous plotting of Morton, Lethington,
and her brother,Moray
.
Swinburne
Algernon C. Swinburne spent twenty years in writing his
trilogy of closet dramas on the story of Mary Stuart .Closet
dramas because of the long soliloquies , the involved story, and
the shifting scenes which would make staging impractical to
say the least. Though two of the plays are about different char-
acters, it is nevertheless a trilogy about Mary Stuart, for it isj
she who dominates their full scope, she is the character who
develops through the trio as characters do through the acts
in single dramas .Without Mary there would be no story to tell
about the rest of the characters.
7
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The thfcee plays
,
Chastelard
,
Bothwell
,
and Mary Stuart
,
are all
based on careful historical study, such careful study that both -
well especially is"but partially assimilated confusion of mat-
l‘
erial" due to Swinburne' s anxiety to keep his details complete
and accurate .As each succeeds the other, much is added to the
interpretation of Mary's character; she grows with the plays.But
again, though his conception is clear-cut and never wavering or
doubtful, "unfortunately, while not abandoning his central sub-
ject, he suffered it to become obscured by a cloud of irrelevant
detail , ambit ious as he was to be true to historical as well as
2
to poetic fact"
.
Critics of Swinburne as an individual writer would probably
quarrel violently with the position which his dramas occupy
here. Several of them point out that he, like Schiller , finds Mary
a character essentially fine despite her guilt. Such an inter-
pretation calls for the desire that Mary shall be such a person
in Swinburne's plays. In comparison with Drinkwater, Masefield,
Anderson, or even Schiller, his Mary is certainly neither 0reat
nor fine nor noble. Nor can she hold a place with the characters
of the border-line plays in this study .Swinburne clearly and
definitely portrays Mary in Chastelard , the first play, as an
enchantress who is FULLY AWaRE of her powers and does nothing
to control them. It is true that the years teach her a _,reat
1 .Chew , Samuel S
.
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deal; and it is also true that Swinburne himself falls under
thespell of his own character . These two reasons combine to make
her in Mary Stuart an "essentially fine" character .let even now
.
*ct
at the very end, her death A
which makes it payment for her treatment of Chastelard, thus
making a theme of the •tire etri'outive justice.lt
would then seem that Swinburne 1 s conception of Mary Stuart's
admitted charm or fascination together with the fact that he
permitted her to commit an act that could be paid for only with
her life, justify the position of the plays in this study. To oe
precise, these facts make Swinburne's treatment the most harsh,
though perhaps at that the most accurate, of the dramatic inter-
pretations of her character . Internal evidence supports this
statement.
The scene in Chastelard opens on the four Maries , ladies- in-
waiting.Each of them has her own little love problems , among
which is Mary Beaton' s love for Chast&feard,who in turn loves
only her majesty the queen. She in turn is rather a free-loving
soul who cannot resist taking interest in any little flame that
may burn for her. Beaton' s love leads her to hope only that
Chastelard will be happy so she foolishly tells him that Mary
loves him and that she , Beaton, will do her best to further the
affair . Iradually the talk swings to former pleasures and Mary
enters in time to s.dd her regret that they are no longer in
France .Even she hates the cold, killing Forth.
That evening at the ball,Darnley appears jealous of Chaste-
**
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lard and with just cause.For Mary encourages much attention on
the part of the Frenchman. She lets him believe that his interest
in her is not without its return, then teases him with the sug-
gestion that she might marry this Lord uarnley.lt is her manner
here that leads Chastelard to attempt a rendez-vous later in the
evening. Needless to say, he is very much upset when Beaton comes
to him and he mistakes her in the dark for the queen. v/hen they
are caught by Mary Seton and Mary Hamilton,he swears on his
honor as a gentleman that nothing wrong has happened between
them
.
The queen is very much interested when she is told the story
of their affair. She talks with Father Black about her subjects
and she is hardly the ruler desirous of doing good for her
people.The selfishness she displays in this general situation
is broadened in the next meeting with Chastelard.At first she is
extremely sweet and lovely; she unfolds for him her dearest dream
She has wished that instead of Mary she might have been a "King
James".Thus she and Chastelard talk intimately of battle.And he
is so deeply enamored that he does not notice the narrow’ atti-
tude of her very thoughts:
I would sometimes all things were dead asleep
That I have loved, all buried in soft beds
And sealed with dreams and visions, and each dawn
Sung to by sorrows, and all nights assuaged
By short sweet kisses and by long sweet loves
For old life's sake, lest weeping overmuch
Should wake them In a strange new time, and arm
Memory's blind hand to kill forgetfulness. 3
3.Swinburne,Algernon C ., Chastelard, II i,p.l05
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Beautifully poetic thoughts, but such narrow , selfish thoughts.
She proves how selfish when the court is assembled and she
turns triumphantly to announce to the lords that Darnley will be
her king .What a blow to Chastelard,who is still reeling with the
intimacy of their conversation. Nothing but utter cruelty could
bear to watch him in such a position.Fortunately Beaton is near-
by to console him.
The blow may have shown Mary* s nature to her lover but it
was not strong enough to effect a cure. The next scene finds
Beaton letting him into Mary 1 s chamber on a night not far dis-
tant from the wedding with Darnley .M&ry and her Lord come in to-
gether but Chast&lard has managed to hide .At last ^arnley goes;
then Chast&lard reveals himself to Mary. Instead of ordering him
out immediately
,
she pa,rries with him then yields to his love-
making enough to return several kisses. Still she says he must
go and continues to say he must go until Darnley and the Maries
come and find them together .Chastelard swears that he broke into
i
the room, implying that he also assaulted Mary.Because Darnley
insists she consents to have him lead away to prison.
V/hen things are once more quiet, Beaton and the queen sit
together discussing the affair.Poor Beaton is desolate, but Mary
only a little sad. She tells Beaton that tears are no part of her
nature
:
My dear, I have
No tears in me; I shall never weep much,
I think, in all my life; I have wept for wrath
Sometimes and for mere pain, but for love’s pity
•.
I cannot weep at all . 4
This woman has encouraged. Chastelard' s love to the point
where it cost his life .And. she feels no more pity than this.
Can such a woman possibly be classified, as ‘'essentially fine"?
A scientific or psycholo0 ical analysis of the coldest sort
could hardly feel less passion or emotion; Mary stands by coldly
watching him twist and squirm in the net of her enchantment.
She shows no pity and hardly any interest , nothing but a passion-
less desire to watch reactions of other human beings.
The morning finds her more human, even somewhat moved. Che
seems frightened by the distance that her cold coquetry has
carried her. To Beaton she swears that she is merciful and will
save Chastelard.Then she turns directly to Moray and suggests
slyly that he save her honor by murdering her erstwhile lover
secretly .Knowing his sister's disposition,Moray forces her to
make her proposition in flat, simple terms.Then he disdainfully
refuses.He wonders that any one can be as she is:
It is right strafe
;
The worst man living has some fear, some love,
Holds somewhat dear a little for life's sake.
Keeps fast to some compassion; you have none;
Tou know of nothing that remembrance knows
To make you tender. I must slay the man?
Kay, I will not do it. 5
Moray may be too compassionate, but there is another who
desires Chastelard' s life because he believes that the French-
4. Ibid
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man assaulted Mary. This is barnley,who talks Mary into signing
the warrant . Immediately she begs him not to use it but he
laughs at what he sees as feminine pity. do Mary suddenly shows
a heart; she calls the lords and tells them that she will re-
prieve Chastelard, let the world think what it will .Beaton is to
go at once to the prison and tell him.Perhaps she is most moved
to think that he refused to act on a plan for his escape. Un-
fortunately the citizenry thinks little of the queen. Chatter in
streets condemns her as a harlot , whore , Egyptian, and such other
names. Can the queen face the gossip of her people?The woman she
has seemed to be would give it no thought at all.
What she now shows herself is perhaps better than the com-
plete detachment of the previous scenes for it shows that she
is human and has feelings.But on the other hand it carries her
to an extreme low on the human scale.Mary Beaton has taken the
pardon to Chastelard. how, knowing Mary to the core, he laughs and
tears it in pieces .Suddenly the queen is there in his prison
cell ..She is so sweet, so good, and so very much the coward; she
asks him to return the pardon.Her honor will not stand his re-
prieve .Chastelard expected this move. He mocks her with a tender
ness that is forced to love the very faults she shows him:
Why should one woman have all goodly things?
You have all beauty; let mean women's lips
Be pitiful and speak truth: they will not be
Such perfect things as yours.Be not ashamed
That hands not made like these that snare men* s souls
Should do men good, give alms, relieve men's pain;
You have the better, being more fair than they,
.«.
.
.
.
They are half foul, be ins rather ;ood than fair; ... 6
And Mary is so weak, such a coward that she can let his act
of destroying the pardon settle the matter. She has not the
courage to go through with the reprieve that she so boldly
announced to her lords .Chastelard can s§ty that she is a siren
and she accepts it as a compliment and falls to favoring him
with kisses and words of love.Ke can hold her in his arms and
whisper as words of love:
I know not;men must love you in life's spite
For you will always kill them; man by man-
Your lips will bite them dead; yea, though you would,
You dhall not spare one; all will die of you; 7
She proves the truth of his words when the lords with Darn-
ley come to the cell to lead Chastelard to death. She lets them
take him without protest.Even now, she tells Beaton, it is not
too late;he shall not die for she will speak.But the prepara-
tions go forward and Mary is silent .Regardless of the reason it
cannot be the act of a noble or strong character. So Chastelard
is the first to die for loving the queen .And Mary stands by
watching him pass to the scaffold while another man stands by
her side. The play closes with the announcement for all to make
way for the Earl of Bothwell , the queen's new escort.
Bothwell , the second of the plays, jumps ahead several years
to the night of the attack on Rizzio.Darnley and Morton are
6
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making plans for this event ; Darnley, as usual
,
proving himself to
he a weak fool,As they go out, Mary and Rizzio come in. He ad-
vises that Moray he pardonned and allowed to return from exile.
Mary hates her brother bitterly and refuses.At least she can
feel.Whether the Chastelard affair taught her or not is diffi-
cult to say, hut Mary has learned to hate.And apparently to love
for she and Bothwell talk of the long years they have loved
secretly. let it is a strange love which deliberately married
him to another, to Jane Jordon, in order to win the Jordon fami-
ly to support of the throne .As Bothwell goes out alone, Beaton
warns him to stay away from the palace that night unless he
wants to become involved in the Rizzio murder.
Once again the citizens are allowed to express themselves
about their queen. The years have done little to endear her to
them. They can think only of the bad omens displayed by nature
on the night she returned from France. They feel that conditions
have been evil ever since. John Knox passes through the streets
and is prevailed upon to comfort the people.He admits that he
is on his way to Holyrood with some hope of rescuing Darnley,
the king, for his party .Hopefully the people look to Knox for
protection and for deliverance from this queen's government.
Knox finds little to encourage him at the palace .Darnley
receives a long and scornful tirade from Mary with the most
feeble protest. Tet when the preacher in his turn delivers a
long and equally sharp sermon to her about her own transgressior.
she is reduced to tears and stammering objections .She is ac-
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tually hurt that any one should speak so plainly and orders
him to 30 without summoning the spirit to reprimand him.The
sermon meant nothing to her, however, for she turns at once to
her own little gropp and leads them away for a little party.
In the mean time Darnley wanders about wondering whether
they should kill Rizzio or wait.He fears Mary's reaction.As he
said once before, he does not know how much she has discovered.
But she is subtle and secret- souled and wise,
Wise woman- fashion; look you be not caught
Through too much trust in what of her is weak.
In her light mind and mutability.
For subtlety lies close in her light wit.
And wisdom wantons in her wantonness. 3
Jarmey's fellow conspirators care little about Mary's
feelings or attitude .They will go through with the plan no
matteijwhat oecurs»And so she Rizzio death scene follows with
Lord Ruthven extremely insolent , Jarnley weak, and Mary as im-
perious- as though she were in full control. The scene closes
with her awful threat to revenge the crime on all their heads.
How Mary is faced with death herself.As a prisoner of these
rebel lords she can expect most anything .Unfortunately the
actual battle between these two parties raged for years from
the night of Rizzio' s death .Unfortunately because Swinburne, the
historian, felt called upon to relate its every step in a sepa-
1
rate scene. let here send there the character of Mary shines
through the action and counter-action of the struggle .This night
S . Swinbume ,A1gemon C
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is one of those cases. If Mary Stuart was a coward, she certainly
appeared to he in the Chastelard affair, she is no longer.Her
first move is to reach Damley with renewed protests of love.
He proudly offers his protection. Seeing that he does not realize
that he is no safer than she is, Mary cleverly brin0 s him to aid
her in an escape. Now to quiet the fears and suspicions of her
captors, she pretends complete submission to them.Ruthven and
Morton doubt her sincerity and consequently are subjected to a
very sarcastic speech on the great strength that poor, defense-
less little women use against powerful lords.
It is about here that Swinburne falls a victim of his own
enchantress .There are times when she is again the -lary of
Jhastelard ,but now he begins to point out her Oood qualities,
as well. The escape is successful ;Marv and Damley make their
way through the vaults to Holyrood Abbey, where her servants are
waiting with horses .Perhaps after all it wasn' t fear that kept
her from saving Chastelard, for she thrives on opposition from
this point.Arthur Erskine,who has been a trusted servant for
some time, is her chief aid in the escape. Of her difficulties,
he says:
All these with laughing lips
Shall she pass through; the strength and spring of soul
That set her on this danger will sustain
Those feet till all her will and way be won.
Her spirit is to her body as a staff
And her bright fiery heart the traveler* s lamp
That makes all shadow clear as its own light. 9
9. Ibid. , II ii,p.l82
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Is he too fascinated by the queen?Just 'before the escape
she expresses a similar idea herself:
I feel a heat and hurry of the heart
That burns like joy; my "blood is light and quick.
And my breath comes triumphantly as his
That has long labored for a mountainous goal
And sets fast foot on the utmost cliff of all.
If ere the race be run my spirit be glad,
What when it puts the palm of peril on
And breathes clear air and conquers?Bay , I think
The doubt itself and danger are as food
To strengthen and bright wine to quicken me
And lift my heart up higher than my need,
Though that be high upon me. 10
The most plausible reason for the change is that Mary at
last faces rea.l danger; she no longer needs to play at paltry
love affairs to find thrills.And in the midst of this supreme
struggle,the smallness drops from her to return only when the
danger lessens .Briefly , traces of the old Mary are to be seen as
the drama unfolds ; always it will be her end that must be reached
regardless of the price to friends or foes, but never again will
she be the lifeless, utterly indifferent Mary who turned to Both-
well as Chastelard died for lack of her word.
Mary soon finds herself returned to power with Bothwell and
Moray, who secretly works for her enemies, as aides .Darnley stands
in the way now; he served his purpose and was apparently thrown
aside .Realizing that he had deserted his friends for Mary, he
tried to return to them but was rejected. 3o he is trusted by
neither party, a menace to both. The queen plans to destroy his
remaining power by a trial before the lords, thus rendering him
10. Ibid., II ii, p.180
..
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Iimpotent and harmless to all. For once darnley fails to make a
fool of himself; he acts with the full dignity of; the King of
Scotland. Therefore , the trial is a complete failure. For the time
"being, Darhley must wait.
Swinburne has stated definitely that Mary Stuart was not a
11
coward, yet there are scenes in his trilogy that must be oddly
interpreted if one would maintain his position. The first of
these was her failure to act in the Chastelard case.The second
comes lust after the darnley trial.Mary makes a mad ride to Jed-)
burgh to see £othwell,who was wounded in a border skrimish.Upon
|
returning, she becomes violently ill, in fact close to death. what
but fear of death could make her suddenly religious at this
point?She is extremely devout ,murmuring of all her past sins --
until Moray announces the arrival of Darnley .Then Mary forgets
her fresh vows to repent of all hatreds and flies into a furious
rage. She will not have Darnley near herjhe must go at once.As
she grows quieter she realizes what has happened to all her fine
resolutions .But Bothwell 1 s arrival is announced and now nothing
is important except that she be attired in her best to meet him.
It is possible to convey from the scene the great strength of
Mary' s constitution and the swift changes of her mood.^et when
a person suddenly begins to repent on his death bed, then mir-
11. "do one ever dreamed of saying that Mary q,ueen of Scots was
a fool .And no one ever dared to suggest that Mary ^ueen of
Scots was a coward. 11 ( Swinburne ,Algernon C . ,Mary Stuart ,
Appendix II, p. 404)
.'
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*
*
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aculously recovers and immediately forgets all the promises he
has just made, what is one to think?
After her recovery,Mary 1 s love affair with Bothwell develop;
rapidly . Darnley "becomes more than a political menace; he is an
obstacle to their personal desires. 3o much an obstacle that he
must be removed without further delay .Mary joes at once to her
husband's sick bed, promising to forgive his every fault, to love
him again as when they were first married.And Darnley grate-
fully relaxes in her care. Robert Stuart and others try to warn
him against Mary but he will not hear them.He tells her every-
thing that they tell him, thus unwittingly betraying the only
friends he has into her hands. The plot is already in full ac-
tion before Darnley realizes what Mary has done to him. Complete'
ly terrified he tries to escape but is caught in the garden and
strangled.
So the struggle swings into its maddest period.Mary and
bothwell stand before Darnley' s bier and coldly make love.Both-
well submits to trial for the murder of the king, a trial con-
trolled by Bothwell. The citizens grow more alarmed and fright-
ened at the course of events.Bothwell executes the farce of the
queen's kidnapping. how, at the crest of their glory, Mary and
Bothwell come crashing down.The kidnapping plan miscarries;
everything goes wrong .Mary wearies of the entire bargain and
wishes herself altogether free of this bothwell and his schemes
Still they go on; they are married and quarrelling badly. Then
comes the battle at Carberry Hill where Ma ry and Bothwell are
..
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again riding high.Both of their characters thrive on Battle and
forceful fighting; it was the thrusting and parrying that wore
them down.But Mary has come a long way from the woman who let
Chastelard down. She surrenders herself to the rebel lords to
prevent Bothwell from endangering his life in single combat.
In the rebel camp,Mary proves a haughty prisoner .Boldly and
flatly she declares that she will have the head of every lord
there when she regains her power.And she rides through the
jeering crowds of Edinburgh, head high and eyes flashing scorn
and hatred. To protect her from the citizens , incited by her own
behavior and the exhortations of John Knox to cry for her death,
Maitland arranges to remove her to Lochleven.Advised by Eliza-
beth and to save her life, she signs her throne to her son under
the Regent ship of Moray.
I
This would seem to be the end;Mary has touched the top and
fallen to the bottom.However, for one of her nature, there is no
end. No sooner is she established at Lochleven than she summons
all of her powers of charm and enchantment to her aid. In no
time at all Margaret Douglas, Lady Lochleven, and G-eorge Douglas,
her son, are at Mary's feet.What is more, Moray comes to Loch-
leven as head of the state but leaves as Mary' s champion,
thoroughly convinced that the poor little girl needs her big
brother to care for her.Thus Mary ha3 laid the foundation for
a new rise.
From her prison in Lochleven she organizes a party , effects
an escape, and meets her jailers in battle. When the battle goes
«.
.
a
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against her, she quietly walks out and flees to bundrennan
Abbey .Mary has lost again hut not for long.Moving swiftly to
Solway Firth she bids farewell to her friends
,
promises to re-
turn soon s,nd take her rightful place as Queen of Scots, and
crosses into England.
One can almost pity this brave woman, who heads her little
oat (ofyr a foref shore, an jdom.lt is
easy to feel admiration for her refusal to lose hope, her deter-
mination to win through. let there hang in the background the
things that she has done, the hatred and fear she causes in her
common subjects, and the knowledge that her own folly has put
her here. In fact these very virtues seem to grow into vices
as Mary Stuart takes up her story in England.
It is only just to admit that this third member of the tri-
logy by itself might easily rank in the group of plays favorable
to Mary .Swinburne has become completely captivated by his hero-
ine .Perhaps he meant to portray her as having learned much from,
what she had been through. She remains Mary the Queen, proud and
regal in the face of opposition, even too haughty and over-
bearing for her position.Nor does he place her again in a posi-
tion of obvious guilt. She might well be the victim of her f
friends' plots for her escape;her death is directly caused by
Beaton' s desire to revenge Ghastelard.But the other two plays
must be taken into account as earlier parts of the trilogy .By
doing this, one puts the third play in an entirely different
light .Knowing what Mary has been, it is impossible not to find
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her implicated in the various plots against Elisabeth 1 s life or
the attempts to win her own freedom.Time and again Mary had
proved hers&lf capable of using any means to pain her end; it is
hardly to be expected that she would refrain from doing so now.
Thus the background afforded by Chastelard and Bothwell certain
scenes or incidents of Mary Stuart to assume a. prominence that
they might not have were this last a single play.
Babington and his fellows open the play with their brave
talk of rescuing Mary and ridding the world of Elizabeth. These
are not men like Bothwell and Chastelard and others who have
died for Mary; they are braggarts who talk much and do little.
So little that one of their number,Ballard, is amazed to find them
still discussing the plot. So little that they flee, leaving him
to face the officers alone when their hide-out is discovered.
The first glimpse of Mary would suggest that perhaps she
deserved little better assistance .She and Beaton are busily en-
gaged in some rather crude gossip about Elizabeth' s sex life and
capabilities .Sir amias Paulet interrupts to tell her that she
nay ride if she cares to .As she goes out, Paulet reveals to an
aide that this new freedom is but a part of the plan to trap the
j
conspirators
.
Elizabeth 1 s first appearance sMso weighs against Mary .She
and Walsingham are engaged in a serious discussion of the now
discovered Babington plot.Though the traitors must pay for the
affair with their lives , Elizabeth is determined that nothing must
happen to Mary. It does not matter whether she was directly in-
’.
-
volved in the scheme or not. In the face of the things Mary has
122
just been saying about Elizabeth, this treatment comes as a
surprise and one wonders if M ry is being as fair as she might
.
In sharp contrast Mary is very bitter at the restraint put upon
her and the failure of her jailors to provide Catholic services
for her.
Elizabeth may be protecting Mary , but the English c 0uncil
certainly is not .As she faces these men at her trial,
M
ary Stuart,
|
is the majestic queen again. From the first they are determined
that she is guilty. She argues brilliantly , boldly in the face of
obvious opposition.She knows even as she talks that the judges
have no intention of believing her, yet she presents her case
far more ably than they present the case against her.
Nor have the English common people any more love for Mary
than had her own subjects .They add a growing cry to the pleas
of the council for Mary‘ s deahh.Still Elizabeth holds back.Mary
grows sadder and more sorrowful ; she thinks much of her early
life in France .But she is still mighty
,
proud, and unbending; she
angers and taunts Elizabeth needlessly .So it might have gone
for ages rElizabeth coming nearer to yielding and drawing back
time after time as Mg.ry threatened or was quiet.
However,Mary had once written a letter to Elizabeth, a very
crude letter laying bare all the ugly things she had heard
about Elizabeth's sex infiraiities .At least Mary had been enough
of a lady to refrain from sending the letter. She had instead
told Beaton to burn it .Beaton had quietly kept it herself.
..
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Conclusion
Rfesumfe
Sixteen separate plays largely concerned with one central
character is no small number amid a, discussion of them may go
far from the first to the last .Therefore , a brief review of the
impression made by each will serve to heighten the contrasts
or deepen the comparisons that are made among them. Such a quick
panorama balances the strong impression of the last by recalling
the first and by placing them all in a position near enough to
each other to distinguish them as individual plays.
1
Schiller
1
s Mary was a- woman who had sinned and bitterly
repented. The essential nobility of her character stood out
sharply in much that she said and did so that one felt some
regret that she was unable to control her emotional nature.This
one great weakness made her a tragic character on a classical
pat tern, for it was this one weakness in her nature that caused
her downfall. She was, as Schiller desired her to be, "a physical
being", who stirred no sentimental sympathy , whose fate was to
"experience and to inflame vehement passion" .Nevertheless she
was fine enough to demand admiration and pity if not tenderness,
The second portrait was painted on a large canvas ;Maxwell
2
Anderson saw Mary as an individual struggling against fate.
1.
Cf.p.16 et seq.
2.
Cf.p.27 et sea.
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And he Also saw her as a symbol; there is something universal
in the struggle he portray s .Never is it clear allegory, yet
there is a feeling of something deeper than the story of Mary
Stuart. In spite of this, or perhaps because this lifts her up,
she is a living being. Carl Carmer saw in Anderson a "likeness
to the Elizabethans. ... He has the same curiosity as to the
motivations of human actions, the same sturdy enthusiasm, the
3
same vaulting ambition" . The last of these qualities is evident
in the sweep of his canvas, the daring of lifting this story into
the universal .The first is shown in his portrait of Mary and her
colleagues .For Mary’s picture is a study in human action and
reaction. She is without question a majestic and noble figure.
She strives for tolerance and wise government .But she is defeated
by the purposes behind the acts of those who surround her.Here
Mary is a great queen who goes down victoriously in dei'eat.
4
As Masefield presented Mary she was actually triumphant and
victorious .Her life ended in a blaze of glory.But Masefield’s
form was that of a pageant rather than a straight drama.Thus
his character was more obviously a symbol . Instead of a human
being he portrayed a, great and ftoble queen who died a martyr,
persecuted by ruthless and vindictive foes. She was a beautiful
figure but completely without life.
5 .Carmer, Carl
,
"Maxwell Anderson,Poet and Champion" /Theater Arts
Monthly , June 1933 > pp. 437-66
^-.Cf.p.41 et seq.
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Quite in contrast, Drinkwater 1 s Queen of' boots was a very
human character. She was a wicLe-souled Teeing with a 0reat cap-
acity for love , destroyed because the men she loved were so small
and unworthy of her.Around this 5reat need for loving and being
loved her tragedy was built .Prof .nicoll best sets forth the
core of drinkwater’ s portrait:
There are soine women who have hearts so wide, who have
ideals so high, that they cannot find any one man great
enough to satisfy their soul's love. . . . Darnley and
Bothwell and Rizzio are merely portions of that larger
whole for which she craves. She desires strength and beauty
J
and passioniperhaps she finds one of these qualities in
one of her lovers, another in another, but never has she
discovered all in one man. She is not fickle and faithless;
it is simply that her ideal is too high for human attain-
ments. 6
let the portrait is not wholly successful . One tries to be-
j
lieve but cannot quite accept this Mary .As Mr.Cunliffe says:
' Admitting this as a possible frame for the portrait of
j
Mary ,E .G-raham Sutton contends that the figure fcffiat brink
-
water has drawn is too small for it;Mary should appeal to
our admiration and sympathy by some greatness within her-
slef,and she has net even true passion -- "only a green-
sick, posturing pursuit of the IdEA of love"
. 7
This is a little harsh; Mary comes very close to being what :
the frame calls for, especially in the scenes where she is con-
j
trasted with her lovers.but it does give a very clear picture
of the character that Mr .Brinkwater actually drew.
In hiB introduction to The Albion Queens , Mr.Bell has an
!
5-Cf.p.45 e£ seq.
6 .Nicoll ,Alardyce .British drama, p .398
7*Cunliffe, John, Modern English dramatists, pp. 195-196
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interesting comment to make on the characters of Mary and. Eliz-
beth asJohn Banks has presented them.
The characters of both these queens seem to be at
length clearly understood.Abilities of the first class at
that time were the qualifications of both -- but a- G-OOD
WOMAN would conceive it a profanation to have it said of her
that her heart was not better than either the one or the
other. 9
Mr.Bell seems to be reading in some of his historical know-
ledge of the Elizabethan period or else his age did not look
with such candor as our own on the Machiavellian aspects of the
earlier era.For truly Banks has drawn two excellent women
caught in the tangles of politics and unable to escape. His
figures are real women; they have the weaknesses of the sex:
jealousy perhaps, and emotional nature.But they stand out a-
gainst the other characters as sincere , honest queens, trying to d<
»
what is j,ood and right to their position.
Throughout his long play St.John kept Mary a character to
be praised and admired.As in Anderson' s play she was a woman
trapped by circumstances , dragged down by forces that were too
crafty for her. Some of her friends , too , were unworthy of her so
that an audience pitied the queen and her loyal servants, Lord
Kerries, Beaton, and Lady Douglas , because their more powerful
friends had not the strength or daring to use their power in
Mary's behalf. In the end Mary died gloriously as a Catholic
martyr and an injured queen; while Elizabeth was left to taste
8.Cf.p.51 et seq.
r •Bel1 , J . ' . , c d . , The Alb ion queens ,I.n no . p . v-vi
..
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i the hitter fruits of victory as the years passed.
11
Miss Bradley and Miss Cooper were far from original in their
|
treatment of the story, hut there is a freshness about their
portrait of Mary that many of the more successful plays did not
capture .For the first time one was fully aware of the youth of
this girl queen.Actually i<aary was not over twenty when she re-
turned from France to her Bcottish throne. This play has heen
ah&e to catch the spirit of her youth.Mary's spirit and gaiety
were the qualities of a young girl , educated at the lively court
!
of France.Her faults were the faults of youth.Mor did she grow
during the play. The final scenes show her still young and
spirited, though somewhat Bewildered at the course of events.
The Blind stuBborness of her youth made her defend Bothwell at
CarBerry Hill and the reckless action of youth defeated them.
12
svith Alfieri Mary s story returned to the formal tragic
pattern. One 0reat weakness , an unquenchable desire that had led
.
her to marry Lord Barnley , was the actual cause of Mary s tragedy.
Unable to forego this love, she clung to him, sought every way she:
kne# to make him happy and in doing so Brought her own life to
grief .Surrounded By persons who desired her end, Mary needed to
Be harsh, unbe:.di$g. This she could not Be v/here her husband was
j
concerned, Only danger to her son finally forced her to tighten
the reigns;then it was too late . Oarnley was in the position to
!
11.
Cf.p.63 et seq.
12.
Cf.p.65 et, seq.
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destroy her, and. Moray was in the position to make it complete.
Thus a woman largely generous , loving, and kind, fell from her
high jlace
.
,
13
’was Thomas Franklin s Mary a glorious queen or a rathefc
petty woman? One* s own attitude toward Mary might well decide
the answer.Franklin himself was apparently trying to maintain
historical accuracy.The result was a portrait of a woman of
doubtful nature.Her fine qualities were clearly apparent .Majes-
ty, strength, courage, and spirit were surely hers.Much that she
did deserved admiration and praise. But there is in the back-
ground a question of her methods .Plots were afoot against the
queen and throne of England and these plots descended to rather
low trickery and deceit. Of course, such things were common to the:
age. bet most playwrights who found Mary a worthy character
managed to keep her hands clean of these plots executed in her
name, a, victim of them rather than a perpet rator.Franklin was
less careful; there is reason to oelieve that he intended Mary
should be directly involved in them. If so, she had a side to her
nature that tarnished a little her royalty.
The dramas which followed Franklin were outspoken on the
subject of Mary's guilt .All of them made it clear that Mary was
involved in the murders and plots that whirled about her life.
14
Bj^rnson was the first of these. His Mary, too, is a little misty.
13*Cf.p.70 et seq.
l4.Cf.p.76 et seq.
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On the one hand:
She is a "being the mysterious depths of whose nature
are revealed to us in contradictory manifestations -- she
is her sex in its strength and weakness.Her fate is to a
certain extent determined "by her nature, whose weakness is
the measure of her power over men, whose strength is power-
less under the conditions of these wild and lav/less times.
There is too much Northern idealism in this character
delineation. I do not exactly mean by this that Bjorns on’
s
Mary Stuart is too pure, though I believe that she is.The
historic Mary Stuart was not the sphinx of sensuality,
cruelty, and coldness whom we meet in the pages of Swinburne
burne* s Chastelard
,
yet Swinburne probably came nearer to
historic truth than Bjorns on. 15
On the other hand she is the obvious victim of 3 j^rnson 1 s
sympathy for John Knox and the Protestant cause.Though he saw
much strength and good in Mary, it was inevitable that she must
fall.Her own weakness helped, but she was opposed to the side of
progress as the playwright saw it and therefore gave way to the
force stronger than herself.
16
Montchrestien returned to the pageant form which presented
the characters more as symbols than as human beings.The last
acts of his play were largely monologues by Mary interwoven
with brief dialogues. In these she presented a sad story of her
life. She was a great queen whose foes tricked her into a sorry
position; she died a martyr to her faith, singing the glories of
heaven.Was this the Mary Montchrestien intended?Again there is
doubt, for the first two acts were devoted to Elizabeth.An Eliza-
beth who was also an apparently fine and upright queen. This
15
.
B rande s ,Geo rge
,
0p . cit
.
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p . 145
16.
Cf.p.36 et 3eq.
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queen mourned the way in which Mary responded with lies and
scheming to the gentle treatment she recieved.This queen very
reluctantly consented to the death of her dangerous rival.There
was no reason to doubt her story .Therefore, it ranged through
the later version presented by Mary so that it was difficult to
accept her as the pure innocent she proclaimed herself.
17
The Mary of Moncrieff* s twp dramas was at times a. bold and
reckless woman; she could not recognize the face of danger.Her
fundamental characteristic was
,
however,.weakness .She had courage
and fearlessness of a physical sort in great quantity .But she
failed in her task because she never knew when to act or what
to do. With a strong personality to guide her, she would have
been capable of aarrying all before her. Instead she looked to
her council for advice; then threw/ her lot in with that of Both-
well and followed him blindly.When this brought her to dis aster
the poor, bewildered woman relinquished the fight and gave her
throne to her lords .As a simple country wife she could have
been happy; as a queen she was lost, not knowing how to act to
protect herself against the many difficulties that assaulted her
position.
Bothwell was to many of the playwrights an utter villain.To
18
DePeyster he was a gallant hero, a mixture of Robin Hood and
Sir 3-allahad.Moray dragged this noble fellow and his queen,Mary,
17»Cf.p.89 et seq.
l8.Cf.p.9h et seq.
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in the dust .And partly because, in this case too, Mary v,ras weak.
She lacked the qualities necessary to carry them through against]
Moray and his party. Mary was a fascinating woman and an emo-
tionally volatile personality .Her cause failed because she was
unable at the crucial point to regain control of her emotions.
She momentarily forgot her beloved Bothwell and fell madly in
love with Kirkaldy of 3-range.All of her strength went to help
him rescue her from her rebellious lords .Bothwell was left to
carry on his part of the battle alone.Thus their forces were
divided; so they fell .DePeyster had nothing but scornful pity for
the woman who could so easily let go, who could forget all that
she and Bothwell had meant to each other even briefly.
Most difficult to analyze because of its slow development
19
was the portrait by Swinburne, which ran through three long
plays .despite the fact that the last of these presented Mary
Stuart in her best light, the tone of the full portrait was es-
tablished in Chast&lard .Here Mary was a cold, cruel, and utterly
heartless person.The citizens hated her and feared &er.Chaste-
lard mocked her even while he submitted to her charm.Later
Barnley mocked smd feared the same fascination,'Bothwell fell
before it.And though this strange power of hers became less
prominent in Bothwell and all but forgotten in Mary Stuart
,
though she died in all the glory and triumph one has come to
expect, the citizens of the lafet play hated her as violently as
19.Cf.p.99 et seq.
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those of the first. She manifested the same cold, indifferent
hardness in her memories of Chastelard scad her attitude toward
Babiiigton and Ballard, toward the entire list of men who had
given their lives for her.
In these Brief sketches or resumes of the personality of
Mary '^ueen of Scots in the various dramas, the idea has been to
present the fundamental characteristic of her nature as each
playwright saw it. Each playwright regarded Mary's story as a
tragedy in one from or another and it was in most cases this
fundamental characteristic that lay at th case of the tragedy*
Thus in these sketches the key %o each of the interpretations
should he found.
Composite Portrait
A photographer ;akes his composite photograph by placing
the several negatives together and making his print. The strong
features of each negative come through and are used in the final
print .An artist has no such accurate method at his disposal; he
must make a study of the individual portraits then select the
features of each which seem to him to be strong.He finally
combines these features , thus obtaining his composite portrait.
The method used by the artist is that which must be used in
this conclusion. Complete, photographic accuracy is not possible,
only a cs.reful attempt to select the strong points from the
biographical sketch and the various dramatic portraits and put
*'
i
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then into a single picture of Mary Stuart.
if e result is a woman of' no lie tie mystify ; no ammount of
study or analysis can completely destroy the veil that has been
cloaking her for all these years. There a,re still essential
parts of her story
,
parts necessary in order fully to determine
her character, that are doubtful or unknown. She was unquestion- i
ably a woman of excellent education and much personal charm*
Superficially she must have made a favorable impression on all
who came in contact with her, including Master Knox whenever he
let his armor drop.
There are many charges, some of them serious , about her inner
character.Some biographers defend all of her faults as a result
of an education that was incompatible with her environment .That
is, her French training was not adaptable to Scotland and in
trying to apply it she met with disaster. This may be partly
true; it is not sufficient answer to all of the charges that
she was an enchantress , that she plotted incessantly against
Elizabeth, and that she helped to murder Darnley,her husband.
The first of these has a probable foundation in truth.Mary was
a woman who must have been romantic; she loved mu sic, dancing, and
all the things that go with love. She must certainly have found
it difficult to refrain from using her charms and no doubt
often used them gayly to her own future regret. The second
charge also is probably true. The only answer is that such t
things were a part of the age,th t Elizabeth's own skirts were
none too clean on that score. Of the lats charge ,Waldman has
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this to say:
&L J i th quality of great trage
that it raised the particular to the general , troubling the
obscure places of the ordinary human heart , awakening in
every hearer a sense of awed kinship with the proud Queen
who had obeyed the primal urge to destroy what stood between
her and her desire. No listener has ever been indifferent
to that story : whether his feelings were of pity, terror,
dismay , cynicism, or approval, he has clung to them without
measure or temperance .And it is perhaps not too much to
say that they love Mary more and are nearer to an under-
standing o£ her spirit who
who so gallantly argue her
believe in
incredible
her guilt than those
innocence. 1
Mary was above all proud, never questioning her God-given
right to rule .Whatever she chose to do she did, recklessly and
boldly and accepted the result with a challenge . In her favor
she had great courage and spirit , confidence and a light heart.
She had a zest for life and living scarcely equalled by any of
contemporaries like Sir Francis Drake, Sir Walter Raleigh,
Catherine de Medici, or Elizabeth herself in an age which is
noted for its zest and power of living life to the full.
Her death may have been nothing more than a great act, as
her foes insist. If so it was such a magnificent act, so beauti-
i fully staged, and so triumphantly acted that it deserves to be
accepted as truth.Regardless of what faults she may have had,
Mary's finer qualities afluuost balanced them.Almost because her
story is a remarkable example of the classic pattern of tragedy
,
she rose to great heights and then fell through a weakness in
her nature. If one were :o dare to name the weakness, it must be
the very thing for which she is to be admired: her very bold-
1 . yialdnan , M i1 1 on
,
Op . cit
.
,p .155
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«
ness and a.n emotional strength so great that she could not
c oht.ro 1 it.
Such is the composite -0ortrait made up from these various
figures.A woman whose life was ironically tragic because of
its greatness .The words of the falconer in The Abbot by Sir
Walter Scott make an appropriate finishing touch for her
portrait: "They may say what they will: Many a true heart will
be sad for Mary Stuart" .
.*
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abstract
iYen during her life time Mary Stuart was included, if
allegorically only, in the cast of characters in dramas .After
her death playwrights continued to find the color, mystery , and
romance of her story peculiarly adaptable to the stage. The
problem of this thesis has been to ring together a number of
these plays and to compare and contrast them with reference to
the character of the Scottish queen.All details of plot , dramatic
license, and the type and period of the several dramas have been
considered only ih relation to their bearing on the question
of her character. By serving as a background for each playwright’
characterization, they have helped to show how and why such
varying interpretations of one woman’s story were possible .Here
lies the emphasis of this study: the presentation of the many
ways in which a central character may be ma,de to serve on the
stage and the many views which may be taken of her aims and
principles in life.
The first chapter is an attempt at a biological sketch of
Mary Stuart .An attempt only, because a true picture is all but
impossible ; from the hour of her birth there has been a sharp
division of opinion about her.All of the tributes which a human
being can receive, as well as all of the derogations , have been
hers. She has been everything from a martyr and a saint to the
lowest and most vile deceiver in a Machiavellian age. This chapte
•;
•
:
*
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.
draws together the essential arguments of both views as they
have "been presented from her own day to the present ,hoping
merely to establish a few fundamental facts and perhaps draw
the veil a little.Under the circumstances the conclusions
reached are rather tenuous :Mary Stuart was in many ways an
admirable woman but it seems clear that there was something out
of focus in her life.lt is this remarkably tragic and drama-tic
pattern of her life that has drawn playwrights and novelists
through the years
.
The plays by Maxwell Anderson ( Mary of S cotland ) and by
Friedrich von Schiller ( Maria Stuart ) have been given a separate
treatment .There were two reasons for this. It permitted of a more
detailed analysis of a drama than was in most cases either
possible or practical, thus illustrating the author's method of
procedure with all of the plays.And because these two plays
have met the theatrical standards of their time and so seemed
most worthy of the more detailed attention.
In the third chapter are the plays which have seemed 'favor-
able to Mary Stuart .Admittedly such an arrangement is relative
and not a little arbitrary ; several of the plays cling to the
border-line or concern themselves with action or theme to such
an extent that it is difficult to determine the character of the
queen.The favorable plays have been arranged from the most
Mariolatrous , those which declare the glory of her name, to the
ones which approach the doubtful stage. First amon^ these is
a pageant by John Masefield and a study by John ^rinkwater.
‘*
*
.
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3Then there is a. poetic piece by John Banks , written close to the
time in which Mary lived. This piece is unique in its defence of
Both Mary Stuart and Elizabeth Tudor.A play by two ladies of
last century,Miss Katherine Bradley and Miss Elizabeth Cooper,
another b$ the Italian poet ,Alfieri, and one by an English
clergyman, who refuses to commit himself , Thomas Franklin, complete
the chapter.
The reamining plays, for the sake of formal treatment , have
been arranged in ascending (or descending) order from those
which have crossed the border-line and are aware of Mary’ s
faults to those that are frankly harsh and critical of her
nature, They are not directly "unfavorable’ 1 to Mary of themselves
despite this criticism, but become such in contrast to the por-
traits of Mr.Anderson, Mr.Masefield, and Mr .Brinkwater. The group
is somewhat international, containing a drama by the Norwegian,
B j^rnst jerne Bjorns on, one by a Frenchman,Antoinne ae Montchres-
tien,and two versions of a play by a Scot ,W .D. Scott. Moncrieff.
These are followed by John Watts BePeyster' s analysis of Both-
well and the long trilo0y of closet dramas by Charles Algernon
Swinburne
.
Sixteen separate plays largely concerned with one central
character is no small number and a discussion of them may go far
from the first to reach the last .Therefore , the concluding chap-
ter 0ives b. brief review of the impression made by each in
order to heighten the contrast or deepen th& comparisons that are
made between them. Such a quick panorama balances the strong
.,
4impression of the last by recalling the first and by placing t
them 'all in a position near enough to each other to distinguish
them as individual plays. In these brief sketches of the person-
ality of Mary Stuart in the various dramas, the idea has been to
present the fundamental characteristic of her nature as each
playwright saw her. bach playwright saw Mary* s story as a tragedy
in one form or another and it was in most cases this fundamental
characteristic that lay at the base of the tragedy . Thus in these
sketches the key to the interpretations should be found.
The final point is the composite portrait drawn as an artist
rather than a photographer would draw, since of necessity it
leaves the author to choose what points in each portrait seem
to be strong. The result is a woman of no little mystery; no
amount of study or analysis can completely destroy the veil that
has been cloaking her for all these years. There are still essent
ial parts of her story that are either doubtful or unknown.
Regardless of whatever faults she had, Mary* s finer qualities
almost balanced them.Almost because her story is a remarkable
example of the classical pattern of tragedy, $he rose to a great
height and then fell through a 'weakness in her nature. If one
were to dare name the weakness, it must be the very thing for
which she is to be admired: her very boldness and an emotional
strength so great that she could not control it. She was a woman
whose life was ironically tragic because of its 0reatness .This
conclusion is hardly definite yet it emphasizes the original
point of the varieties of interpretation of this one character.
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